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opl 'Fast 8 hr. Service!

sto

prou o announce the
GRAND OPENING

of our new Service Centers in

$995

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

ALL PTS BRANCHES are wholly owned subsidiaries of PTS ELECTRONICS, INC: (NO FRANCHIS-
ES!) and report directly to the Home Office in Bloomington, Indiana. Only this way can we guar-
antee the same quality-PRECISION TUNER SERVICE-that made PTS the leader in this field.
PTS is proud to be the only tuner service to publish a TUNER REPLACEMENT PARTS CATALOG.
(New 4th Edition; over 100 pages of tuner blow-ups. Tuner-antenna coil-and shaft replacement
guides available for $2.00.)

WE OFFER MORE.
SERVICE IS EVERYTHING WITH US.

WE ARE DYNAMIC AND FAST.
TRUSTWORTHY.

YOU AND US -A TRUE PARTNERSHIP.

IU

LELECTRONICS, INC. is
recommended by more TV manufacturers
and overhauls more tuners than all other
tuner services combined!

Color  Black & White  Transistor
. Tubes  Varactor  Detent UHF

All Makes

VHF, UHF $ 9.95
UV -COMBO 16.95
IF-SUBCHASSIS 12.50

Major parts and shipping
charged at cost.

(Dealer net!)
over 4000 exact tuner replace-
ments available for 514.95 up

(new or rebuilt)

PTi-flUMBER Ch AND STILL TRYING HARDER!
I NOT A FRANCHISE COMPANY

... for more details circle 120 on Reader Service Card



You know the EIA guidelines. Replace
like with like.

That used to mean that all you could
offer in "XR" glass tubes were the all -new,
more expensive types.

Now, Sylvania has changed all that.
We've added 19 of the "XR" glass types

to our Color Screen 85 economy line, and
another 5 types to our medium price Color
Bright 85® RE line. You can tell them by the

"V" designation in the type number. For ex-
ample 23 VANP22. And of course, you've got
all types in our Color Bright 850 "XR" new
tube replacement line.

Three lines to offer. Three prices to offer.
That should eliminate a lot of your cus-

tomer's inhibitions.
Electronic Components Group, GTE

Sylvania, 100 First Avanue, Waltham, Mass.
02154

Another first from the leader
GEO SYLVANIA
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while the guy down the street
complains about how tough
alignments are I do them!

AC/MODEL 415 SOLID STATE SWEER,MARI.ER GENERATOR

'6,

1.1.

I used to hook up a separate sweep generator, marker
generator, marker adder and bias supply, hope that
everything was properly calibrated and adjusted, and
pray that the alignment would hold after I discon-
nected the cables draped all over the bench.

I didn't do it very often.
Now, in the time it used to take me just to set up, I

can almost complete an alignment. And I'm confident
the set will perform as well as it possibly can. My cus-
tomers notice, too. That's the difference B&K's 415
Solid -State Sweep/Marker Generator made.

Setup is no problem. After I connect the 415's out-
puts to my scope (there's even low -frequency com-
pensation to eliminate pattern errors), I connect its RF
outputs (channel 4 or 10) to the antenna terminals or
mixer test point, the direct probe to the video detector
test point (or anywhere else after the video detector
diode) and the demodulator probe to the bandpass
amplifier output.

They're all clip -on connections, and the 415 comes
with all the accessories I need. Once I've made the
initial signal and bias hookups, there's nothing else to
connect or reconnect. All intercabling changes and
generator functions are controlled from the front panel.
There's even a 15,750Hz filter to eliminate disabling

PRODUCTS OF

DYNASCAN

the set'sset's horizontaf output section.
Shaping the waveform is easy, because the 415 has

10 crystal -controlled IF markers, each of which lights
up on the front -panel waveform diagram as it is used.
Markers can be shown either vertically or horizontally
on the scope trace. There's a 100kHz modulated mark-
er that makes nulling the traps so easy it's almost
automatic. And three low -impedance, reversible -
polarity bias supplies-two, 0-25VDC; one, 0-50VDC.

Vertical Markers Markers Tilted Horizontally

Every step is easy to understand, too, thanks to the
comprehensive manual.

Since I have nothing to sell but my time, I have to
make the most profitable use of it I can. That's why I
have a B&K 415.

In stock now at your local distributor or write
Dynascan.

1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave. Chicago, IL 60613  Phone (312) 327-7270
Complete Line of Analog and Digital Multimeters, Oscilloscopes, Signal Generators,
Semiconductor Testers, Power Supplies, Probes, Tube Testers and Substitution Boxes.

. . . for more details circle 102 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

More Independent Retailers Honor Bank Credit Cards, Pay Higher Service Fees

The percentage of independent retailers honoring bank credit cards has increased 50
percent during the past three years, according to data compiled through the continuous
field survey conducted by the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB).

In January, 1971, NFIB data gathered during the previous year revealed that 30 per-
cent of independent retailers were accepting bank credit cards for payment of purchases.
By January of this year, the percentage had increased to 45.6 percent.

The comparative data also indicates that independent retailers are paying a higher dis-
count, or service fee, to banks for this service. In January, 1971, 58 percent were paying
from three to five percent of the purchase amounts. Current data indicates that the per-
centage of retailers paying this service fee range has jumped to 85.2 percent. In addition,
2.4 percent of retailers report they are being discounted six percent on bank credit card
sales.

Only 25 percent of the service establishments responding to the NFIB survey report that
they honor bank credit cards, and those that do pay about the same service fee as retailers.

Promoters of bank credit cards claim that a customer using a credit card is more likely
to buy a higher quality or price of merchandise than if he or she pays in cash. Of those
retailers who report to the NFIB that they accept credit cards, 33.9 percent say they are
upgrading sales.

RCA Discrete Four -Channel FM Stereo Broadcast System Demonstrated

RCA's new four -channel discrete FM stereo broadcast system, which transmits four
separate audio signals simultaneously, was demonstrated publicly for the first time at the
National Association of Broadcasters Convention in Houston, Texas, March 17-20.

The new system, which also is compatible with existing two -channel and monophonic
receivers, employs an FM transmitter equipped with RCA's standard BTS-1 stereo gener-
ators modified for four -channel capability plus a turntable, tape deck, audio console and
receiver, all designed for the four -channel format.

After the demonstration, the system was turned over to the National Quadraphonic
Radio Committee of the Electronic Industries Association, which will study and field test
the RCA system and other systems proposed for quadraphonic broadcasting in the FM
band, and will report its findings to the Federal Communications Commission.

Thirty Percent of All TV Households Will Be Pay TV Subscribers by
1985 Says Stanford Research Institute

A study conducted by Stanford Research Institute (SRI) predicts that by 1976 1.5
million TV households will be pay TV subscribers and that by 1985 this figure will sur-
pass 25 million. These predictions are included in one volume of a seven -volume SRI
examination of the outlook for CATV.

The study also predicts that pay TV will be delivered to American households both
by over -the -air and CATV systems, and will permit CATV to expand profitably into
market areas not considered viable today. According to the SRI study, although CATV
will dominate pay TV within 10 years because of its multi -channel capability, the pro-
jected growth of pay TV will not have a serious impact on commercial over -the -air TV
because of FCC limitation of pay TV to small -audience programming and the fact that
the price of pay TV subscription will itself limit the amount of time viewers will watch
pay TV.

U.S. Justice Department Delays Sale of Motorola TV to Panasonic

The proposed sale of Motorola Inc.'s home television receiver business to Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., parent company of Panasonic, was extended to May 28
in response to a request by the U.S. Department of Justice, which, at publishing time,
was reviewing the status of the acquisition under U.S. antitrust laws. The purchase agree-
ment was signed on March 22, 1974.

The Justice Department asked Motorola, in late April, to use the 30 -day postponement
period to make a "good faith" effort to find another qualified buyer who is capable of
continuing to operate the business as "a viable competitive entity."

According to a report in the April 24 issue of The Wall Street Journal. Senator Birch
Bayh (D., Ind.) early in April complained to the Justice Department that the proposed
sale could harm the Indiana -based Magnavox Co. and other U.S. TV manufacturers.
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The Department of Justice stated at press time that if at the end of the 30 -day post-
ponement it is satisfied that the sale of Motorola to Matsushita is the only means of
retaining Motorola's TV business as a viable competitive entity, it would not sue tc
prevent the sale.

Sale of Philco-Ford Consumer Electronics to White Called Off

Philco-Ford Corporation and White Consolidated Industries, Inc., have announced
that they have mutually agreed to end negotiation of a sales agreement under which
White Consolidated would have purchased the Philco-Ford home entertainment electron-
ic products marketing operation and two Philco-Ford manufacturing plants.

Commenting on the announcement, T. C. Page, president of Philco-Ford, said,
"Throughout our negotiations with White Consolidated, Phileo-Ford has continued the
product planning and sales programs we deemed essential to maintain a strong position
for Philco-Ford products in the marketplace."

Philco-Ford introduced its 1975 home entertainment product lines to its field sales or-
ganization and its 100 top retailers at the Flamingo Hilton Hotel in Las Vegas on June 1.

PTS Electronics Adds Three New Tuner Servicing Branches

PTS Electronics, Inc., Indiana -based tuner repair company, recently announced the
opening of new tuner repair branches in St. Louis, Missouri (8465 Page Blvd.), Birming-
ham, Alabama (524 Thirty -Second St.), and Charlotte, North Carolina (724 Siegle
Ave.).

Sylvania Service Company Opens Branch to Serve Greater
Hartford, Conn. Area

Sylvania Service Company, Inc., which provides service on home entertainment
products manufactured by GTE Sylvania, Inc., has opened a service center at 77 Gross -
mere Ave. in West Hartford, Conn.

The new service center will serve an area which includes the Connecticut communities
of Hartford, New Haven, Waterbury, Torrington, Middletown and Willimantic, and
Springfield, Northampton and Amherst in Mass.

Sylvania Service Company was founded seven years ago and presently serves about
500,000 customers, mostly along the East Coast. In addition to in -home service, it also
provides factory repair of color TV, black -and -white TV and audio products for in-
dividual consumers and dealers, and specializes in the installation and maintenance of
MATV, security and closed-circuit TV systems for business, industry and institutions.

Hickok Re -Enters Service Test Instrument Market

Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., Inc., recently announced its intention to re-enter
the service test instrument market and, at press time, already has introduced five new
service -oriented test instruments.

A few years ago the company was an active marketer in the service field but then
decided to concentrate on the industrial test instrument market.

New Federal Law Ups Minimum Hourly Wage to $2.00

A bill which amends the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 was signed into law by
the President in April. One of the amendments of the new bill increased the minimum
wage of non -farm workers covered before 1966 to $2 an hour on May 1 of this year and
provides for further increases to $2.10 an hour on January 1, 1975, and to $2.30 an
hour on January 1, 1976.

Employees covered by these new hourly rates generally include those engaged in or
producing goods for interstate or foreign commerce. Also covered are hourly employees
of retail or service enterprises with annual gross sales volumes of at least $1 million and
$250,000 annual inflow of interstate goods.

The new amendments contain several provisions which affect youth employment, in-
cluding one provision which permits retail and service enterprises to hire up to four full-
time students at 85 percent of the minimum wage without obtaining certification from
the Labor Department. continued on page 8
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

continued from page 7

EIA Publishes Consumer Electronic Statistics

More than 96 percent of the nation's homes have at least one television receiver, and
at least half of American TV homes now have more than one set. Portables and table
models represented 65.6 percent of the color TV market in 1973. More than 96 percent
of monochrome TV receivers sold last year were portables or table models.

These and many other sales and production statistics about virtually every type of
consumer electronic product are included in the Electronic Industries Association's 1974
Consumer Electronics Annual Review, a 52 -page compilation which is now available for
50 cents from the Consumer Electronics Group, Electronic Industries Association, 2001
Eye Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Teledyne Packard Bell 1975 Line 100 Percent Solid -State

Teledyne Packard Bell has announced that its entire 1975 line of TV and audio prod-
ucts will be 100 percent solid-state.

Higher Volume Needed During Inflation, But Does Not Guarantee
Bigger Net Profits

The effects of continuing inflation are being felt by independent retailers, according
to the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB). Statistics compiled from
information gathered through the continuous survey of the NFIB reveal that, of the in-
dependent retailers responding during the 1st quarter of this year, only 27.5 percent
reported a higher dollar volume, and of this group, only 24.1 percent said their net
profit has increased.

Zenith Announces Increased TV Sales for First Quarter

Increased unit sales of color television during the first quarter of 1974 have been an-
nounced by Zenith. The increased sales by Zenith during a period when the industry as a
whole experienced a downturn has reportedly enabled Zenith to achieve a significant
increase in its share of the color television market.

Zenith also has reported new records in unit sales and increased market shares of
black -and -white television and console and modular stereo instruments.

Griffiths to Market Replacement Picture Tubes under Magnavox Label

Griffiths Electronics, Inc., has entered into an agreement with Magnavox under the
terms of which Griffiths is now the sole distributor of replacement TV picture tubes mar-
keted under the "Magnavox" label. Griffiths will remanufacture the picture tubes and
will pay Magnavox a "modest" royalty fee for use of the Magnavox label.

In addition to replacement TV picture tubes, Griffiths also manufactures electron gun
mount assemblies for black -and -white and color TV picture tubes and other electronic
components in facilities in Tucson, Arizona; Nogales, Mexico; Jacksonville, Florida; At-
lanta, Georgia; and Dallas, Texas. The firm is based in Jacksonville.

Potpourri ...
The products lines of two Northrop Corporation subsidiaries, The Hallicrafters Co.

and Wilcox Electric. Inc., have been integrated into one product line. . . . The third an-
nual meeting of the Zenith Radio Corporation Technicians' Advisory Council was held
in Chicago April 8-9. The Council, which consists of 16 independent service technicians
from all sections of the U.S., spent two days discussing service, parts, product develop-
ment, quality assurance and other service -oriented topics with Zenith executives involved
in product planning, quality, reliability and servicing of the company's consumer
electronics products. . . . Pioneer Electronics of America has announced that it will ap-
point a Service Advisory Council to help "uncover and hopefully cure those difficulties
the average independent repair firm experiences in working with complex products that
are manufactured thousands of miles away." The Council will be appointed and will hold
its first meeting in late May or early June and thereafter will meet at least semi-annually,
in addition to providing individual input on a monthly basis. 
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4 GOOD REASONS WHY YOU
SHOULD BUY YOUR VOM FROM THE BIG T"

1 TUCKER SELLS THE WORLD'S FINEST VOM - The
Weston 660 series VOM are completely drop -proofed,
custom ruggedized with self -storing carrying handle,
pluggable circuit boards, external coloration and the
highest quality components. Six models to choose from,
all temperature compensated.

2 YOU CAN TRADE -UP at a later date - or
use your surplus instruments as trade-ins

MODEL 660

3 IT'S EASY. At Tucker one letter
or phone call (on our special
toll -free number) allows you to
complete the deal. You can use
your Bank Americard. Master
Charge or American Express.
Tucker will ship on P.O.'s, M.O..
checks or COD.

OPTIONS
Protective meter flap $4.50
Leather Carrying Case $19.50

Model 666 VOM Solid-state circuit
tester Cesigned specifically for
semiconductor circuit trouble shoot-
ing.

4 IT'S SAFE. If for any reason
you change your mind within 30
days, return your purchase and
get your money back. This
guarantee does not affect the
normal WESTON guarantee of
quality.

DC HIGH -VOLTAGE PROBE extends
voltage range as high as 50KV. OP-
TIONAL $23.75

RANGES FOR 660, 661, 662, 663: DC Millivolts 0-250; AC/DC volts 0-2,
5:10/50/250/500 /1000;5000; VAC output 0-2.5 /10 /50 and 250; DC mic-
roamps 0-50; DC Milliamps 0-1/10/100 500; DC Amps 0-10. Ohms Rx1
(0-2K) 200 center, Rx10 (0-20K) 2000 center, Rx100 (0-200K) 20000
center. Rx1000 (0-2 Meg) 20K1/ center and Rx1OK (0-20 Meg) 200KO
center; dB scales - 10 to  10  2 to  22,'-t- 16 to +36//-3010 +50/ *36 to

56.

RF PROBE
allows measurements
to 50 MHz. OPTIONAL
$19.50

PRICES: 660 (2°,0 DC & 3°0 AC accuracy) $ 68.00
661 (1% DC & 2°. AC accuracy) $ 76.50
662 (overload protection version of 660) $101.50
663 (overload protection version of 661) $110.00
666 (VOM solid state circuit tester) $139.00

Send your Check, M.0.. Bank Americard No., Master Charge No., American Express No. to the address below. Add
$2.75 for shipping. Residents of California, New Jersey, Illinois and Texas add 5°° sales tax. Call or write for your Free
Weston 660 series brochure.

TUCKER
ELECTRONICS  COMPANY

P.O. Box No. 1050
Garland, Texas 75040

FOR RUSH ORDERS CALL TOLL -FREE 800-527-4642 (In Texas cell 214-348-8800)

. . . for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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it) Bold new styling in 7.)-
A Chromacolor II consoles.
For 1975, the 23 diagonal C-romacolor II consoles
are all new. Bey one.

Ar d 'here are six bold new unodels to chcose
from. Witt wicit ng styling that covers everything
from track.ianal to contemporary.

To gi've vou a 23" line thafl should sell like nothing
you ever saw be re. Or sold be -ore.

The Ribera, motel F455(

Fiveways Zenith brightensyour

A All -new elegance
I in 25jChromacolor II
consoles.

This year, the Zeniths in our most popular
screen size siould be more popular than
ever.

Because this year, the 25' diagonal
Chmmacolor II consoles come in 23 elegant
new models.

In a ull range of styles to satisfy the
most discriminating customer. And all in the
customers' choice of fine grained finishes.
The Reynold: model F47 32P



color TV sales picture in 1975.

America's best-selling
line of portable and

table color TV.
The best-sellers are bac< again.

With an expanded lire Df ChromacolcrII
17" and 19" diaconal portables and table
models_

In a full range of styles anc pricing po rts.
Pies the feat. re options you need to clinch the
sale Space Comma -11V' remote con-rol,
electro lic channel selection, Chrorr aliok le-
bul3n tunirc . advanced styling.

And more.
The 3raque. model F4134V,

M And all backed by
the best-selling features

of Chromacolor II.
This year, your ci..stcmers are go-
ing to be more valae-conscious
than ever. Win ch means there's
never been a Deter time :o sell
the proven quality anc depend-
ability cf Zenith Chromacolor II.*

It's features like these that
move cus-.omers. Anc color TV's.

Patented Power Sentry protection.
A Zenith first. Regulates the

4 Plus a whole new market:
Zenith's new 19" Decorator

Compact Consoles.
For people who we a fine -furniture console

but dcn't have room for a big console.

Introducing Zen if ile:.orator Compact Consoles
Real 19" diagona Chro-nacolor II consoles tt- at are up
to 8" narrower anc sl miner front -to -back tian
comparably style:: 25' consoles.

So they fit it tc aNartments, small spaces anc other
locations where a regLlar c )nsole won't. But they still have
all the style and xalsrr anship of our full-sized m pc:leis

Decorator Compact Ccnsoles. In six beau:itul new
styles. For people In t- o don't have room for a nic conso e.

power, tc guard the chassis and
picture tune while it helps keep the
picture slam under varying house-
hold voltage conditions. Actually
improves picture tune life. And
enables Chromacolor II sets to
perform an less energy.

100% solid-state chassis.
Zenith's most powerful chas-

sis. It delivers cleaner, more

For the thi-d straight rear, a nationwide survey of independent TV
service technicians ha; ramec Zenitn by more t -tan 2 to 1 o'er the neat
best brand, as tie color T./ needino fewest repairs. The same survey rated
Zenith as the highest-cuality color TV. as the one with the coast picture,
arid as the one service technicians would buy for themselves today. iii

The Avirst ( node' F4082X

naturally brilliant colors. And solid-
state design means yea -s of cool,
dependable operation.
amazing contrast and Jetail.

Brilliant Chromacolor picture.
From Zenith's patented Chro-

macolor picture tube that set a new
stardard in color TV picture
quality. Bright, sharp, vivid, with

arIVAITII
 SOLID STATE

II ROMA CRII
. .. 'or more detsi s circle 139 on Reacer Service CaC
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Heath is out to make
the counter as
commonplace as
the VTVM

7 9

SIMMEIMg

0 3 5 7 9 -

Heath Company
Dept. 24.6
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

the $169.95', IB-1100
30 MHz, 5 -digit kit -form
counter

the $225.00', SM-11BA
30 MHz, 6 -digit
assembled autoranging
counter

the $229.95', IB-1101
100 MHz, 5 -digit kit -form
counter

the $299.95', lB-1102
120 MHz, 8 -digit kit -form
counter

the $325.00', SM-128A
110 MHz, 7 -digit
assembled autoranging
counter

the $379.95', 16-1103
180 MHz, 8 -digit kit -form
counter

the $395.00', SM-128B
110 MHz, 7 -digit,
assembled high stability,
autoranging counter

the $495.00, SM-110A
200 MHz, 7 -digit,
assembled counter

the $625.00', SM-11OB
200 MHz, 7 -digit,
assembled high stability,
programmable counter

the $795.00', SM-110C
600 MHz, 7 -digit,
assembled high stability,
programmable counter

HEATH

Schlumberger

 Please send latest Heathkit catalog.
 Please send latest assembles instruments catalog.
 Enclosed is plus shipping.

Please send model(s)

Name

Address

City State Zip
'Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory. TE-307

... for more details cirde 111 on Reader Service Card
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ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATION DIGEST
Information about the activities of national, state and local associa-
tions of electronic servicers, dealers and manufacturers. Material
for publication in this department should be addressed to: Service
Association Digest, ET/D, 1 East First St., Duluth, Minn. 55802

Colorado Association Assists BBB in "Bugged" Set
Investigation of Denver "Free Service Call"
Advertisers

The Colorado Professional Electronics Association
(CPEA) in March of this year assisted the Rocky Moun-
tain Better Business Bureau (BBB) in an "investigation" of
consumer electronic service businesses in the metropolitan
Denver area which offer free service calls in their advertise-
ments.

According to a report in the April issue of Hotline,
the official publication of the CPEA, the Rocky Mountain
BBB requested the association to assist it in the investiga-
tion. Acting on the request, the president and vice president
of CPEA helped the BBB prepare two television receivers
for use in the investigation. One set was equipped with a
defective tube which produced loss of color and the other
set was equipped with a number of other defects. In addi-
tion, all parts in the sets were marked so that they later
could be identified.

The BBB then placed the "bugged" TV receivers in homes
in the Denver area and requested servicing of them from
several servicers, including some who advertised free service
calls. After being repaired by a servicer from whom service
was requested by the BBB, the repairs were evaluated and
the sets then restored to their original "bugged" condition,
for servicing by another BBB -selected servicer.

The results of this "investigation," which were published
in the Denver Post, reportedly showed that the total costs
of repairs by the firms who advertised free service calls
were generally higher than those performed by servicers
who did not advertise free service calls.

According to the CPEA report, the Rocky Mountain
BBB has labeled the advertising of free service calls a "bait
and switch" technique and has turned over the records of
the investigation to the Colorado Department of Consum-
er Affairs, for use in determining whether or not the free -
service -call advertisers should be prosecuted.

NESDA Michigan Affiliate Elects New Officers
The Michigan Television Service Association, an affiliate

of the National Electronic Service Dealers Association
(NESDA), has elected the following new officers: Stewart
Leightner, CET, president; Thomas McDonald, CET, vice
president; Larry Radley, treasurer; and Al Moskal, execu-
tive secretary.

AEM Exploring Merger with EIA Distributor
Products Division

The National Board of Directors of the Association of
Electronic Manufacturers, Inc., (AEM) in April unan-
imously voted to begin exploration of a possible merger
with the Distributor Division of the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA).

ISCET Chapter Formed in Houston
A chapter of the International Society of Certified Elec-

tronics Technicians (ISCET) was established in Houston,
Texas, in March. Officers of the new ISCET Chapter are:
Louis Macko, CET, Chairman; Charles Thompson, CET,
vice president; Herbert Bell, CET, secretary; and Charles
Domingo, CET, treasurer. 
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Start saving the gray bottom flaps with the GE monogram from GE enter-
tainment receiving tube cartons. They're worth valuable awards to independent
service dealers and technicians in a fabulous gift bonanza program from

General Electric.

The gift list includes some 43 items ranging from sporting equipment to
home appliances, from diamond jewelry to distinctive luggage, from globes
and books to calculators and Attend -a -Phones. It even includes the much
prized Polaroid SX-70 camera and American Experience week -end vacations
at any one of 101 prestigious resorts.

BOTTOMS UP!!! Redeem your flaps by November 30,1974. Full details at
your authorized distributor.

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL ELECTRIC

JUNE 1974, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER 13



READERS' AID

THE ONLY COLOR SET

YOU SHOULD

TINKER
WITH

t;i1AVOW

It takes more than tools to be a TV service technician. It equi ers

know-how, especially
with a color TV set. Some "do-it-yourrselfers"

actually do more harm than good . . and wind up paying more money

tor repairs or adjustments than they would have if they called their

local TV technician
at that first sign of trouble. So don't play with that

color set.
Tinkering can be dangerous as well as expensive. Call your

independent TV technician for safety as well as satisfaction.

THIS MESSAGE WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE
PRODUCTS COMPANY,

D011otIouTons
WOOLF S0III0i. OF SIMAGul UFO,. coolvhstv moo..

AAAAA COUSITTS Foo

YOUR INDEPENDENT TV -RADIO SERVICE DEALER

PUT THIS
BUSINESS -BUILDING
TRAFFIC -STOPPER

ON YOUR SHOP WALL
OR IN YOUR WINDOW

See your Sprague Distributor for window -size blow-ups
of this message. Or, send 25¢ to Sprague Products Co.,
65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247 to cover
handling and mailing costs. Just
ask for Poster RP -42.

of -4112

SPRAGUE

Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of our readers.

For Sale
A large amount of obsolete Delco

auto radio parts, including volume
controls, vibrator transformers, output
transformers, wonder bar motors and
relays. Please write needs.
GARY C. DAGENBARDT, CET
Hickory Electronics
P.O. Box 2728
Hickory, N.C. 28601

Large inventory of new industrial
grade, receiving and special purpose
tubes. Will accept best offer for one or
all. Please write for listing.
K. R. BURNS
1398 E. 7200 So.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121

I am closing my shop and would
like to sell everything as a unit. Please
write for details.
CHUCK ANDERSON
7303 Oliver Smith Drive
Des Moines, Ia. 50322

Quality test equipment, tubes and
electronic parts. Please write for list-
ing.
GARY PROBST
336 West Church St.
Lock Haven, Pa. 17745

Business for Sale

Complete service business with Ze-
nith franchise. Good service area with
plenty of work.
E. W. KRETCHMAR
Box 10
Medford, Okla. 73759

Wanted
A new or used schematic, owner's

manual, and power transformer for a
Roberts (Akai) 720A reel-to-reel re-
corder. The transformer has an Akai
Part No. RP -102.
HAL LEARNARD
Box 333
Washburn, Maine 04786

Schematic for a 12 -in. Japanese
made TV set, brand name "Bradford,"
Chassis No. 32.
C. CABEZAS
928 Glenwood Ave.
Sebring, Fla. 33870

THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

. . . for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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Good used color generator, modern
tube checker, solid-state FET VOM



(battery type), low voltage power sup-
ply with amp and volt meters and
solid-state engine analyzer.
ARENDS RADIO & TV SERVICE
102 N. Webster
Shenandoah, Ia. 51601

Service data on Rider Chanalyst
made for AM radio servicing by RCA.
Stock No. 162-C.
SULLIVAN ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 1667
Summerside Prince Edward Island
Canada Zip CIN 2V5

Adapters for a Superior Model 82A
Tube Tester.
C. PEDZIWIATR
3233 N. Cermak
Chicago, Ill. 60623

The names and address of manufac-
turers selling picture tube rebuilding
machines.
C. ORDONEZ
149 W. 26th St.
Bayonne, N.J. 07002

A copy of Sancs Photofact No. 12.
Must contain schematic for a Philco-
Ford Model 46-1213.
RODERICK 0. WILSON
P.O. Box 93
Cadyville, N.Y. 12918

Jerrold Model 727 Field Strength
Meter. Please state price and condi-
tion.
E. KRETCHMAR
Box 10
Medford, Okla. 73759

Schematic and updated tube chart
needed for Reliance Tube Tester.
TONY SANTANGELO
352 Kensington Rd. South
Garden City So, N.Y. 11530

I have a new unused copy of Tek-
fax 110 and will trade for a clean copy
of Tekfax 109 or Ill.
P. L. STRUSE
Box 85
Leonardville, Ks. 66449

Schematic for a Trommes Hi-Fi
Amplifier Model 61PG.
ANDREW FOOT
2480 Benny Crescent #403
Montreal, Canada H4B 2R I

Instruction Manual for a Precision
Model E -200C Signal Generator.
VREGH GODOSHIAN
1512 Vine St.
Saginaw, Mich. 48602 

Our little "3 -incher"
is bigger than
anybody's!

3" DUAL TRACE/
DUAL CHANNEL
TRIGGERED SCOPE

Conquer the test bench squeeze! Obtain lab -
grade quality! Here's solid state accuracy plus
push-button convenience for trig. & auto. sweep

& "free run" momentary function.  10MHz
b'width  10mVp-pcliv to 5Vp-p/div Vert. Seri -

LEADER

#

 
If992$
With actessones

sitivity, 9 steps.  Sep. or simult. sweep display,

ch 1 & 2 alt., chopped, algebra added and X -Y

vector.  Sweep range from 1 s/div (0.2µs
w5X nag) to 0.2s/div, 17 steps.  Polanty in-
version on ch 2.  43/4"H, 10 lbs.

"Put us to the test"
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 151 Dupont St., Plainview, LI, NY 11803 (516) 8229300

. . . for more details circle 15 on Reader Service Card

"Associate!, THE INVESTMENT IS
$40,000 TO $75,000.

withTHE RETURN IS
AS UNLIMITED AS

Success! YOU MAKE IT!

Lafayette
Listen to us, you can't go wrong.

You're the boss with a Lafayette
Radio Electronics Associate store
and you're in business in a big
way. You sell a complete line of
fast-moving electronics products
with a proven record of success
and almost unlimited growth!
You're acknowledged as No. 1 na-
tionwide in the CB 2 -way radio
field and way out front with the la-
test and the best new four -channel
stereo equipment. You're backed
by professional advertising, expert
merchandising and over 50 years
of experience in setting up and op-
erating retail establishments. Over
377 successful business people
operate and enjoy Lafayette Asso-
ciate stores right now. Grow with
us in a money -making adventure!

Write: R. Laub  Vice -President

Lafayette Radio
Electronics Corp.

111 Jericho Turnpike
Syosset. N.Y. 11791

Phone: 516-921-7700

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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The DodgeTisadesman Van:
The things that make it so
easy to buy are the things that
make it so easy to set

A passenger compart-
ment with wide, moulded

foam seats and an
attractive dash panel with
easy -to -read instruments
that make you feel as if
you're riding in a car.

Choice of sliding or
swing -out side cargo

doors to fit your needs.

Underneath, the
Tradesman offers power

front disc brakes,*
independent front coil

suspension, and a heavy
galvanized coating on

body parts most exposed
to moisture, road salt, etc.

'Standard on 8200
and B300 models.

VA/
411.

CHRYSLER
MOTOnS CO.P0..0%

Our dependable Dodge
engines. Today, your choice

begins with our famous
225 Slant Six (smallest

displacement engine offered
in any American van) and

continues with two V8
engine options for more

power, if you need it.

Dodge gives you
the widest choice in

van sizes. There
are eight models on
two wheelbases-

including the Dodge
Maxivan, the biggest

van in the field.
Enjoy the excitement of the Baseball Playoffs, World

Series, and AFC Football, brought to you by Dodge on NBC-TV.
See your local paper for time and station.

An Electronic Ignition
System that gives you a
virtually maintenance-

free ignition system. (All
you change are spark
plugs.) And gives you
quick, easy starts on

cold days, too.

Easy engine accessibility
through the front of the

truck. Which makes
routine maintenance-
and bigger jobs, too-
as easy as you'll find

on any van.

0 EXTRA CARE
IN ENGINEERING

Dodge MAKES A DIFFERENCE.
DODGE TRUCKS.
DEPEND ON 'EM.Dodge Trucks

. .. for more details circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

Storage Racks
A completely new rack catalog is

available which presents technical in-
formation on the bulk storage and pal-
let rack. The bulk storage rack, which
is completely compatible with Uniflex
Clip -Type shelving, is intended for
large, bulky items. The new line of
pallet rack is intended for use with
powered equipment. Bernard Franklin
Co., 4424 Paul Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19124.

Inventory Control Books
Completely updated distributor and

dealer inventory control books are now
available, The books provide the most
comprehensive account of what elec-
tronic products are available, what's in
demand, what's in inventory, what's
needed and what's selling. They pro-
vide a minute -by -minute account of
how an electronic parts business is
doing. Order ET # 1560 for dealer in-
ventory and ET #1559 for the dis-
tributor inventory book. GTE -Syl-
vania, Advertising Services Center, 70
Empire Drive, West Seneca, N.Y.
14224.

Instrument Cathode Ray Tubes
A new catalog providing complete

data on instrument cathode ray tubes
from one to seven inches in diameter
is now available. This sixteen -page
brochure, STC904, covers specifica-
tions including: electrical and physi-
cal characteristics; maximum ratings;
typical operation; phosphor character-
istics; socketing, basing, and shielding
requirements; mounting and operating
considerations; and safety precautions.
RCA Commercial Engineering, Harri-
son, N.J. 07029.

Sound Systems
A 90 -page illustrated handbook de-

scribed as the company's "best selling
aid" for sound sales personnel is now
available. The A.E.S.S. handbook con-
sists of a series of specially prepared
application and technical sheets in a
loose-leaf binder, with provisions for
future supplements. It furnishes tips on
the selection of amplifiers, speakers,
intercoms and other equipment plus
installation techniques. It is designed
to help even a novice salesman to
recommend, with confidence, compo-
nents for a wide variety of sound in-
stallations. Price $3.95. Bogen Divi-
sion/Lear Siegler, Inc., P.O. Box 500,
Paramus, N.J. 07652.

dB

DC to
10 MHz,
10 mV/cm
sensitivity
5" CRT

Model 455
5" SCOPE
$310

111111111111/111

3

11111111111111111111
.11111111111111111111111111116

0101111111111111111111M
1111111111111111111111
11111111111111111

10

-20

4

 Direct input for vector display
 Sensitivity: vertical, 10 mV/cm

to 5 V/cm; horizontal,
300 mV/cm.

 9 -step calibrated and
compensated vertical
attenuator

 Accepts standard scope
cameras and viewing hoods

 Low -parallax, high -contrast,
calibrated graticule
1 kHz square wave calibration
sigral

INSTO Uhl NT TAT ACCUMATt

RIP11111111811015

Sall1111111111111

11111111111111011
0111111111a1111

ti

-20

-10

dB

High linearity sweep with
retrace blanking-separate
7875 Hz position for TV work
120 or 240 VAC operation,
50 or 60 Hz

 Fold -in support for incline
'Uiewing

 Size: 1038" H x 8" W x 161'2" D
 Low -capacitance 10:1 probe

available

SEE YOUR ELECTRONICS
CISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE FOR
CATALOG 4300

SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120
(312) 695-1121  CABLE: SIMELCO  TELEX: 72-2416
IN CANADA: Bach -Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario
IN ENGLAND: Bach -Simpson (U.K.) L mited, Wadebridge, Cornwall
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay

. for mare details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT

by Joseph Zauhar

GTE Sylvania's
E06-2 Color TV Chassis -
Part 2
An analysis of this manufacturer's new small -screen,

all -solid-state, nonmodular, tilt -out chassis with
plug-in semiconductors and a new in -line picture
tube

IN PART 1
 Coverage of the E06-2 chassis
in TEKLAB REPORT began last
month with an analysis of the gener-
al features of the 13 -inch color TV
receiver (Model CA4115W) in
which this new chassis is used.
These include an in -line picture
tube, which simplifies convergence,
and GT-Matic self-adjusting cir-
cuits, which have eliminated the
need for some customer controls
and have made it possible to put
most of the remaining customer con-
trols inside a lockable compartment
on the top rear of the cabinet.

Also described last month were
the many features of this new chas-
sis which make servicing easier
when and if it is required. Included
among these serviceability features
are the tilt -out design of the main
chassis, plug-in transistors, integrat-
ed circuits and chassis cables and
connections, and easy -to -read road-
mapping and identification of cir-
cuits and components on the single,

large circuit board of the main chas-
sis.

Circuit analysis of the E06-2
chassis began last month with de-
scriptions of the operation of the
regulated power supply, the pin-
cushion circuits, the horizontal scan
and high -voltage system and the
damper circuits. The analysis will
continue this month, with descrip-
tions of the operation of the chroma
processing system, the horizontal
and vertical sync and sweep system,
the video detection and amplifica-
tion circuitry and the convergence
system. Separate schematic diagrams
of these circuits are included in this
TEKLAB REPORT. A complete
schematic diagram of the E06-2
chassis was published last month in
TEKFAX (Schematic No. 1526).

IN PART 2
Chroma Signal Processing
System

The three basic blocks used to
recover and process the chroma

signal are: 1) the chroma process-
ing integrated circuit, IC600, and
the 3.58MHz amplifier transistor
Q604 (Figure 1); 2) the chroma
AGC detector, 0600, and transistor
Q602 (Figure 1); 3) demodulator
integrated circuit IC602 and the
matrix amplifier (Figure 2).

The chroma AGC circuit is a GT-
Matic feature and uses two transis-
tors: Q600, a chroma amplifier and
0602, a peak detector which detects
the amplitude of the chroma circuit
and feeds the resultant central volt-
age through time -constant filter to
pin 3 of IC600.

The chroma demodulator, IC602,
receives two CW signals phased
about 90 degrees apart: R-Y
phase, to pin 6; B-Y phase, to
pin 7. The chroma signal is cou-
pled into pin 4, and synchronous
detection recovers the -(R-Y)
and - (B-Y) color difference sig-
nal. Matrixing in IC602 between
- (R-Y) and - (B-Y) is used to
recover the - (G-Y) signal.

18 I ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, JUNE 1974



This Model 30
portable function generator

goes from
2 Hz to200 kHz with

sines, squares, triangles,
and linear

or log sweeps.

And it goes for
S149.95

\

L414;611
WAVETEK

P.O. Box 651, San Diego, Calif. 92112
TWX 910-335-2007, Tel. (714) 279-2200

... for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
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FROM 0404

IC400
CHROMA

FROM
0202 3- 632EMITTER

6601 6054 SC646

R1138 IFERNATINT
16600

C450

665$

R424

0630

0600

L630

CHOOMA AOC OCT

6614

SC650

662

632

IC602 0E1E0D

TO RED DRIVE CONT.

TO ORR DRIVE CONT.

TO FLU DRIVE CONt

Fig. 1-Simplified schematic diagram of the chroma
circuits. Courtesy of GTE Sylvania.

processor, demodulator and chroma AGC

+mow
VP

.."'
"

/
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The integrated circuits and transistors in the E06-2 chassis plug into sockets for easy replace-
ment, if required. Also, increased use of IC's reduce the number of components on the board,
making component identification and removal easier.

C010.09111
VIDEO
PLUS
R  V

CHRMA

X CC

Z CV/

010

+249

R930
,RN

...1111

R932

SW9004

0904
VIDEO
DRIVER

SC602 DE1/00.

R944
RED
DRIVE

6945 0906
945

946

R936

RED
OUT '40

1.9

IR934 C936

#959 0906
0611
OUT

0.67110

0
A

6

-10 DRIVE

4R DRIVE

4$ DRIVE

0

6958

DR IVE

R96

8950

R954

R9411

R9

C950

0910
C1173

BOUT

R972 8174

8952

R968

R964

8962 0964

966

170

0
0
ID

CRT

Fig. 2-Schematic diagram of the R, 6, and B amplifiers, demodulator and video -output circuits.
Courtesy of Sylvania.
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These negative -going color -differ-
ence signals drive the bases of the R,
G and B color amplifiers, while the
positive phase monochrome signal
drives the emitters of the R, G and
B amplifier. The monochrome com-
ponent in the color -difference sig-
nals cancels across the base -emitter
junctions of the color amplifiers.
The remaining R, G and B color
signals are amplified in the collec-
tors of the color amplifiers and are
then applied to the CRT R, G and
B cathodes.

AFC and 31.5-KHz Clock

The noise immunity, frequency
stability and wide pull -in range of
integrated circuit 1C400 (Figures 3
and 4) have eliminated the need for
a customer horizontal hold control.
The horizontal frequency coil, L418,
can be adjusted by the service tech-
nician, but in most cases it should
not require adjustment, because of
the stability of the integrated circuit.
The noise protection, sync separa-
tion and phase comparison circuits
make possible horizontal and verti-
cal phase and frequency lock by
either standard or nonstandard sync
signals.

The phase after 31.5-KHz clock
signal is locked to the phase of the
horizontal sync signal by a compara-
tor circuit. The relative phase of the
15.75 -Hz sawtooth waveform and
the horizontal sync is compared.
The control voltage produced by
any phase difference is used to con-
trol the clock timing or phase by in-
creasing or decreasing the clock's
frequency in relation to the sync-
sawtooth phase error.

Pulses from the flyback are
shaped by the horizontal blanker,
Q404, and are then fed to pin 8 of
1C400. Transistor Q20 amplifies this
pulse and inverts its polarity and
then feeds it to terminal 7 of 1C400.
Capacitor C422, connected to pin
7, integrates the pulse into a saw -
tooth waveform, which then is ap-
plied to the bases of the phase com-
parator transistors, Q24 and Q25,
for comparison with station sync
pulses.

The positive -going sync pulses are
separated from the composite video
signal by zener diode ZD2 and tran-
sistors Q21 and 028. The sync
pulses are amplified by transistor



Q23 and then coupled to the emit-
ters of the phase comparator tran-
sistors, Q24 and Q25.

The frequency of the clock (oscil-
lator) is 31.5-KHz, and is estab-
lished by adjustable coil L418 and
capacitor C418 (Figure 4). AFC
voltage is applied to transistor Q35
(Figure 3), which is part of the
clock. Transistor Q37 feeds the os-
cillator signal to transistor Q34, a
dual collector transistor that couples
the 31.5-KHz clock pulse through
transistor Q33 to pin 15 of 1C400.

When the sawtooth waveform
from the clock circuit and the sync
pulse are in phase, no correction
voltage is developed, and the 31.5-
KHz clock timing circuit requires no
charge. However, when the frequen-
cy of the sawtooth is lower than that
of the clock, the sync pulse rides
down the sawtooth slope, reducing
the differential amplifier's forward
bias, which, in turn, increases the
frequency of the clock until the saw -
tooth and sync pulse are once again
in phase.

Countdown Integrated Circuit
The horizontal and vertical count-

down chip, 1C300, consists of six
sections: A) A single flip-flop that
divides the clock input by two, for a
15.75-KHz horizontal drive signal;
B) A 10 flip-flop array that divides
the clock input by 525, for a 60 -Hz
drive signal; C) A composite sync
processor, for checking the vertical
sync pulse for the presence of equal-
izing pulses; D) A vertical sync
processor, for clocking the vertical
drive pulse when the noninterlaced
signals produced by inexpensive or
nonstandard sync cameras are en-
countered; E) A comparator circuit
that produces mode -switching logic;
F) A vertical -drive waveform gen-
erator that produces a vertical drive
pulse.

These six sections, together with
the circuitry of 1C400, function a
synchronized scan system (Figure
4) that produces stable horizontal
and vertical sync during both inter-
laced and noninterlaced signal con-
ditions.

Block "D" and "E" are the logic
circuits that determine the appro-
priate vertical sync operating mode.
The composite sync is sampled by
the composite sync processor, Block

Fig. 3-Integrated circuit IC400
Sylvania.

contains the AFC and the 31.5-KHz clock circuits. Courtesy of

Because only the vertical lines on the CRT screen require convergence, the E06-2 chassis uses
a less complicated convergence board and convergence procedure.
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SYNC TIMING
 BANDSHAPING
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I Roy R402
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AOC 1404

ORIVER 690
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11416 4113

SYNC
SEP

420 C401
IOC
SOY

SAWTOOTH
CAPACITOR

C22

VERT SYNC

OV
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151$

COMP SYNC
ii3306

C3i2
R3011

HORIZONTAL PULSE

H DRIVE

0322 +gt"SOY

TO

0 (.1 .4
ss°

C3i6
.1

100V

IC300

V. DRIVE

Fig. 4-The noise immunity, sync separation, AFC, 31.500 oscillator and the horizontal and verti-
cal divider circuits. Courtesy of Sylvania.
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D, for the presence of equalizing
pulses, to determine if the signal is
interlaced or not interlaced.

The presence of equalizing pulses
normally indicates an interlaced
(E.I.A. Standard) signal. When
equalizing pulses are present, the
logic circuits switch to the count-
down mode, in which the phase-
locked 31.5-KHz clock signal is di-
vided down to produce a 60 -Hz
square wave. This dividing action is
accomplished by the 10 flip-flops in
Block B (Figure 4), which create
an interlaced vertical drive pulse.
The "clocked" 60 -Hz square -wave
pulse is then fed to the vertical -drive
waveform generator in Block F,
which produces a vertical -drive
pulse.

If equalizing pulses are absent
during several consecutive frames,

it indicates that a noninterlaced sync
signal is being received. The com-
posite sync processor then causes
the logic circuits to switch from the
countdown mode to direct syn-
chronization, during which the ver-
tical pulses from the comparator
(Block E) "clock" the vertical -
drive waveform generator in Block
F, again producing an interlaced
vertical drive pulse for application
to the vertical scan system.

Block A in IC300 (Figure 4) is a
single flip-flop which produces a
clocked 15.75 -MHz output for hori-
zontal drive.

Video System
The video system, shown in Fig-

ure 5, consists of a low-level detec-
tor (in IC202) ; a video buffer,
Q202; a video amplifier, Q902; a

Most of the circuits of the E06-2 chassis are contained on one large, clearly roadmapped circuit
board.
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Fig. 5-Schematic of the video system used in the E06-2 color TV Chassis.

video driver, Q904; plus R, G and
B amplifiers, Q906, Q908 and Q910
which are shown in Figure 4. The
brightness limiter transistor, 0900,
controls the DC level in the video
channel.

A negative -going video composite
signal is developed in the low-level
detector (in 1C202). This signal
passes through a 4.5 -MHz trap,
L244, to remove the 4.5 -MHz signal
developed in the video detectors by
the heterodyning of the IF picture
carrier with the IF sound carrier. The
video buffer stage, Q202, is an emit-
ter follower, which matches the out-
put impedance of the detector with
the input of the video channel. The
signal developed in the emitter cir-
cuit of the buffer stage, 0202, is
coupled through the contrast con-
trol to the base of the video ampli-
fier, Q902.

The contrast control, R906, is
part of a voltage divider network.
R902 and R904 are used to mini-
mize brightness variations when the
contrast control is readjusted. Ca-
pacitor C906 is connected across the
contrast control from the high side
to the wiper. This 220-pf capacitor
permits high -frequency video to by-
pass the contrast control to prevent
changes in video response when the
contrast control is readjusted.

The wiper of the contrast control
is connected to an RC network-
R912, R914 and C912-which, to-
gether with the brightness control,
establish the DC level of the video
system.

Video peaking or depeaking is ac-
complished by feeding the video sig-
nal through a peaking switch con-
nected to an RC coupling network.
In the maximum peaking position,
the switch shorts out R913 and
C913, feeding maximum high -fre-
quency video to the base of transis-
tor Q902. In the center, or medium
peaking position, the impedance of
R913 and C913 rolls off the higher
video frequencies fed to Q902. In
the minimum peaking position, the
switch parallels C914 to C915, in-
creasing the bypass capacitance,
which, in turn rolls off additional
upper frequency response.

The compensated video signal is
fed to the base of 0902. A horizon-
tal blanking pulse is applied through
diode SC924, to the emitter of
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Q902, cutting off the video amplifier
during retrace.

The base circuit of Q902 is DC
controlled by the brightness limiter
stage, Q900. The brightness limiter
operates as a common base stage,
with the input developed across re-
sistor R996. Current from the high -
voltage tripler flows to ground
through this resistor from the low
side of the high -voltage winding of
the flyback. This action puts the
emitter of Q900 below ground po-
tential when the tripler current in-
creases. The emitter of Q900 be-
comes more negative as beam cur-
rent increases until, finally, Q900
turns on. During conduction of
0900, the lower impedance across
it pulls the base of Q902 closer to a
ground potential, reducing its con-
duction. This, in turn, increases the
collector voltage of Q902, which
decreases the gain of Q904, a PNP
transistor. Reduced conduction of
Q904 causes its emitter voltage to
swing more positive. The increase
in emitter voltage is coupled to the
picture tube cathodes through the
R, G, and B amplifiers, lowering the
beam current through the picture
tube.

The R, G, and B amplifiers (Fig-
ure 2) perform two functions: 1)
Matrixing of the chroma mono-
chrome signal across their respective
emitter -base junctions; 2) Amplifi-
cation of the color signal in their
respective collectors, which, in turn,
drive the picture tube cathodes.

A positive -going vertical blanking
pulse is applied to the base of the
video driven through pulsing diode
SC926. This positive -going pulse is
obtained from the vertical driver,
IC302.

Quadrapole Convergence
The in -line picture tube used in

this television receiver simplifies the
setup adjustments because it re-
quires a less complicated dynamic
convergence system. This is attrib-
utable, in part, to more precise
CRT gun alignment. Only the beams
from the red and blue guns on the
sides, are aligned during the dynam-
ic convergence procedure. The beam
from green gun, in the middle, re-
mains stationary.

The new 13VAHP22 shorter
neck picture tube allows the elimina-

tion of the pole pieces and the neces-
sary convergence energy is coupled
into the yoke through the quadra-
pole winding in the yoke. The quad-
rapole windings (Figure 6) are
four separate but interconnected
windings positioned 90 degrees
apart which create four magnetic
poles when energized by conver-
gence current. This effect is split in-
to two parts: the common mode and
the differential effect. The common
mode affects all the guns equally,
causing an increase in horizontal
scan. It also effectively reduces ver-
tical scan, improving top and bot-
tom pincushioning.

The horizontal waveform signal
fed to the quadrapole windings is
developed in a manner very similar
to that of the method used to devel-
op the waveform in a conventional

chassis. A horizontal pulse from the
flyback is integrated twice, produc-
ing a parabolic current in the quad-
rapole circuit. The Right R/B verti-
cal convergence coil, L802, controls
the parabola amplitude, while the
Left R/B vertical convergence con-
trol, R802, controls the tilt.

The vertical convergence circuit
used in this chassis, shown in Figure
6, is quite different from a conven-
tional type. The complete circuit is
placed in series with the vertical yoke
coils. Diodes SC806, SC808, SC810
and SC812 are connected in a
bridge configuration, with controls
R808 and R184 forming a current
divider which energizes the quadra-
pole windings, Coil L800 is an isola-
tion inductor which separates the
horizontal- and vertical -rate sweep
signals. 

The inline gun system permits a less complicated dynamic convergence system. Only the beams
of the red and blue guns require alignment.

Fig. 6-The vertical convergence circuit used is quite different from a conventional type because
it is placed in series with the vertical yoke coils. Courtesy of GTE Sylvania.
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TECH BOOK DIGEST

Material in this department is condensed from a single
chapter of a recently introduced TAB book, by permission of
TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

Stereo Audio
Measurements

 Occasionally, it is necessary for
the service technician to make cer-
tain measurements on FM stereo re-
ceivers. Specific checks and tests are
used to uncover defects, to verify
the condition of a receiver prior to
delivery to a customer, or to check
performance on, customer demand.
Therefore, it is incumbent on the
service technician to be able to
make these measurements in an ac-
curate and proper manner.

Power Output
The output power is one of the

most frequently misquoted, cussed,
discussed, and abused high-fidelity
power amplifier ratings. Contribut-
ing to the confusion is the fact that
there are several methods for de-
termining amplifier output power,
and they all yield vastly different
numerical results. The particular
method used seems to be related to
exactly what the measurer is trying
to prove. The confusion and chaos
is so great that some technicians are
quoting "so many watts IYL." The
abbreviation "IYL" means "If
You're Lucky." There are several
qualifications that must be made in
any power measurement before the
result can be rationalized.

The test setup for a wide range of
amplifier measurements is shown in
Fig. 1. It is necessary to have a
source of audio frequency sine

(From Chapter 8, FM STEREO/
QUAD RECEIVER SERVICING
MANUAL, by Joseph J. Carr, TAB
BOOKS, Copyright 1974. A review of
the complete book follows this
article.)

li
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Fig. 1-Bench setup for general measurements.

waves with a distortion figure at
least one order of magnitude better
than that offered by the amplifier
being tested. If the amplifier is rated
at 1 percent total harmonic distor-
tion (THD), the audio oscillator
must have less than 0.1 percent
THD. Because of the extremely low
levels of THD offered by modern
stereo equipment, the technician
must equip himself with only the
best audio sources available.

Whatever audio source is chosen,
there must be a means for reducing
the output to a level that will prop-
erly drive most amplifiers. In most
cases, the audio source includes a
calibrated attenuator. Even though
the attenuator is billed as being ac-
curately calibrated, it is desirable to
include an AC VTVM in the am-
plifier input circuitry to measure the
absolute RMS value of the input
sine wave.

The output of the amplifier is
loaded with a "dummy" speaker, an

8 -ohm noninductive resistor of an
appropriate power level. Consider-
ing the claims of many modern re-
ceivers, it seems like a lOW dummy
load is the minimum acceptable,
while a 100W load is at least high-
ly desirable. Mounting a 50 or
100W resistor of appropriate design
to a heatsink or in an oil bath ef-
fectively increases its apparent pow-
er rating.

Few noninductive resistors are
wirebound. The cross-sectional di-
ameter of the wire element in the
resistor is one primary factor in de-
termining a resistor's suitability as
a dummy load. The current devel-
oped by the amplifier must not ex-
ceed the current capability of the
wire. The resistors encased in a
flanged metal housing are preferable
because of the power rating increase
realized by mounting it to a finned
metal power transistor heatsink and
by forced air cooling with one of the
newer types of "whisper fans."

The audio test equipment is con-
nected in parallel across the dummy
load (Fig. 1). Of particular use are:
a total harmonic distortion analyzer,
an intermodulation distortion ana-
lyzer, an RMS AC VTVM, a peak-
reading AC VTVM, and an oscillo-
scope. It is more efficient to provide
a bank of switches so that the instru-
ments can be connected into the cir-
cuit at will. Another switch can also
be provided to replace the dummy
load with a real speaker system.
This arrangement can result in an
extremely efficient test bench. If ap-
propriate, another switch can be
provided to transfer the entire col-
lection of test instruments to the op-
posite channel. Do not, however, in-
clude the dummy load in the trans-
fer operation. Each channel should
have its own load, regardless of
where the instruments are con-
nected.

To make the power test, turn the
volume control on the amplifier to
maximum and apply a signal of an
appropriate voltage level from the
audio generator. Turn the signal up
until the rated THD figure is
reached. If the specifications claim
that the power rating was measured
at 1000 Hz and 1 percent THD,
turn the input voltage up until the 1
percent THD figure is reached. At
this point, measure the RMS AC
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We're making it our business to make your business easier.

General Electric's STC program.
It takes the Tough out of

Tough Dog' service.
S. stands for our new

Symptom Repair Manual. It was
created for you by GE to deal with
the most common faults. It lists a
variety of symptoms. And then tells
you what to check and in what order.

T. stands for our Trouble-
shooting Flow Charts. If a particular problem was not found by
using the Symptom Repair Manual, these charts will take you
through a logical sequence of checks to locate the faults.

C. stands for time-consuming Circuit Analysis. If you follow
the `S' and `T,' in most cases you will never have to get to 'C.
With these two service aids you can quickly diagnose 95% ofall
General Electric TV service problems. Using them will save you
time, money and aggravation. And needless to say, they'll help
you generate a lot of good will and build your reputation for fast,
reliable service.

The Symptom Repair
Manual is available for a $1.00
handling charge. To receive your
copy or details of GE service
subscription plans, write "Dutch"
Meyer, GE Television Receiver
Products Department, Portsmouth,
Va. 23705; or call collect
(804) 484-3521. STC. A service technician's

best friend.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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voltage across the dummy load. The
power output of the amplifier is
equal to:
Power = (RMS voltage)
(watts) (resistance of dummy load)
The dummy resistance in most cases
is 8-10 ohms.

Peak power, a rating preferred
by some manufacturers because it
tends to make their equipment look
more powerful in the eyes of the
less sophisticated buyer, is obtained
from the equation:

(E cos FT) 2
P =

RL
Where P is the peak audio power
output in watts, E is the peak volt-
age of the output sine wave as mea-
sured on the peak AC VTVM or
oscilloscope, F is the test frequency,
and T is the time in seconds for each
cycle.

If any particular power level is
stated, it must be qualified by the
level of harmonic distortion and by
the number of channels operating
from a common power supply. It is
common to find amplifiers rated
with only one of the two channels
driven to full output at a time. If the
specification sheet calls an amplifier
capable of producing 50W per chan-
nel, but the power supply can only
deliver a total of 80W, it would be
more honest to label the amplifier as
a 40W per channel unit, not 50W.
Unfortunately, pressures of the
marketplace often dictate that the
single -channel power be advertised
to keep from having a "less scrupu-
lous" competitor scoop the sales po-
tential due to his allegedly more
powerful product.

If the total harmonic distortion
level is not stated in the advertising,
it may be that the specified output
power cannot be achieved at normal
THD levels. An amplifier that can
produce only 20W at 1 percent
THD may well be able to produce
upwards of 50W with a THD of 5
percent instead of 1 percent. It is
less than honest to use the 5 percent
figure unless it is so stated. In this
author's opinion, a THD of 5 per-
cent, considering the state of the art,
does not qualify an amplifier as
"high fidelity." In fact, 5 percent
THD is rather low "fidelity."

Another consideration, in a few
cases, is the length of time an am-
plifier can sustain its so-called rated

Fig. 2-Square waves indicate the frequency
response of an amplifier. Waveform B shows a
loss of high frequencies, and C indicates a low -
frequency loss.

ir
UNCAP It O

Fig. 4-Harmonic distortion test setup using
an oscilloscope.

power level. If that time is for only
a fraction of a second, the power
rating is meaningless. Most quality
high-fidelity receivers will operate
up to five minutes at full power.
Power level comparisons must be
made at the same frequency, at the
same THD figure, and with the same
number of channels driven. You will
notice that many modern amplifiers
fall down when power is measured
with all channels (two or four)
driven to the maximum level simul-
taneously. This is because the power
supply capability becomes signifi-
cant under these conditions.

Frequency Response
The test setup used for power

output measurements can also be
used to make a step-by-step check
of amplifier frequency response.
Start at 1 kHz with the amplifier
producing either full rated output or
1W, or whatever power level the
manufacturer intended, with a THD
figure at or less than 1 percent. Use
the RMS signal voltage output under
these specified conditions as the 0
db reference level. Check the output
voltage level at least every octave
(an octave is a two -to -one frequency
spread; 100 Hz is one octave above

Fig. 3-Harmonic distortion analyzer
test setup.

500 Hz and one octave below 2000
Hz) and preferably more often. This
must be done while maintaining a
constant signal input voltage level.
The resultant output voltages can
be used as the data to construct a
frequency response curve calibrated
in either absolute voltage terms or
in relative decibels related to the
1000 Hz figure.

If quantitative information is not
required, the square -wave method
offers a quick and convenient meth-
od of measuring frequency response.
A square wave is fed to the input of
the amplifier being tested. It must
be noted that since the input wave-
form is not sinusoidal, the AC
VTVM is of limited usefulness dur-
ing this test. It is necessary to use an
oscilloscope to determine proper in-
put and output voltage levels.

One property of a perfect square
wave is that it contains many har-
monics and subharmonics of the
fundamental frequency. The rule of
thumb usually stated is that a square
wave will indicate the frequency re-
sponse of an amplifier over a range
of from one tenth to ten times the
fundamental frequency. A 1 kHz
square wave, therefore, can be used
to rough check the response from
100 Hz to 10 kHz. A 5 kHz square
wave is good for response checks up
to 50 kHz. It must be noted, how-
ever, that the use of too high a fun-
damental frequency may tend to
give apparently erroneous results
due to the amplifier's normal rolloff
at higher than audio frequencies. An
amplifier flat to 20 kHz may be
downgraded because of a poor
waveform in a square -wave test if
the input frequency is over 2 kHz.
This isn't critical, but it can cause
problems.
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Fig. 5-Stereo channel -separation test setup.

A normal square wave is shown
in Fig. 2A. In Fig. 2B, we see what
happens to the waveshape if it
passes through an amplifier or other
circuit that attenuates the high -fre-
quency components. You'll see this
waveform if an amplifier has poor
high -frequency response. If the
waveform in Fig. 2C is present, we
can assume that the low -frequency
response of the amplifier is affected.
Of course, if the wrong frequency is
chosen for the fundamental, either
of the two apparent defects might
show up. For example, if the input
frequency is 10 kHz or more, expect
a high degree of high -frequency at-
tenuation.

Audio Input Sensitivity
The bench test setup in Fig. 1 can

also be used to check the input sen-
sitivity of an amplifier. The sensi-
tivity is the RMS level input signal
required to produce either the full -
rated output or a certain specified
output power. If the amplifier is
rated to produce, say, 20W with a
250 my input signal at 1000 Hz, we
may properly say that the amplifier
has a 0.25v sensitivity. All inputs
should be compared at the same
output power level, and the THD at
this power level should be no more
than 1 percent or the manufactur-
er's specified level if less than 1 per-
cent.

Another valid test might be to
rate an amplifier's sensitivity at an
output power of 1W. The input sen-
sitivity ratings of two different am-
plifiers can be compared by the pro-
portion:

V1 1/2

V2 '
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

The basic test setup in Fig. 3 is

Fig. 6-"X -Y" scope separation test setup.

Fig. 7-Waveforms encountered du-ing the test
setup in Fig. 6. See text.

used to measure total harmonic dis-
tortion in an audio amplifier system.
An RMS AC VTVM is used to
measure the output signal voltage of
the amplifier under test. After this
measurement is taken, the signal is
fed through a high-pass filter that at-
tenuates the fundamental while per-
mitting the harmonics to pass. The
voltmeter is then used to measure
the RMS value of the remaining
signal. This is the harmonic content.
If the test set is arranged so that the
output of the amplifier drives the
meter to exactly full scale, we can
make the voltmeter read in per-
centage THD. We do this by adjust-
ing the fundamental signal level so
that the meter reads exactly full
scale. When we switch in the high-
pass filter, the reading represents
only the harmonics. If the meter
scale is calibrated in percentage, the
THD is indicated directly.

Another means of making a quick
check of the THD is outlined in Fig.
4. In this method, we use an oscillo-
scope and an audio generator. The
output of the audio generator is fed
to both the amplifier input and the
vertical input of the oscilloscope.
The output of the amplifier is fed
to the horizontal input of the oscillo-

scope. The scope input controls are
adjusted to bring the trace on the
screen in a viewable manner. The
result will be a relatively straight
line that indicates both THD and
relative phase shift. In the case of
THD, it is the curvature of the line
which is of interest. If the output of
the amplifier is identical to the input
(zero THD, an impossible but ap-
proachable situation) the trace line
will be absolutely straight. The ex-
istence of harmonic distortion will
cause the tips of the line to bend,
one way or the other. The angle of
the line relative to the baseline will
give phase -shift information.

Channel Separation

In all stereo amplifiers and re-
ceivers, there is a certain amount of
signal crossover from one channel
to another; that is, a small amount
of the signal in the right channel will
appear in the left channel output
and vice versa. In a real amplifier,
the only way to eliminate this prob-
lem altogether is to completely iso-
late the circuitry of the two chan-
nels. This also means separate pow-
er supplies and separate cabinets.
Of course, all of this effort would
amount to nothing, since no perfect
stereo program material is available.

The degree of separation, or lack
of it, can be measured. Since it is
indicated by relative RMS signal
voltage levels, we can express the
relationship in decibels. The most
common procedure is to connect the
equipment as shown in Fig. 5. In
the case of an amplifier, you would
use an audio generator in place of
the FM stereo multiplex generator
and would feed the input to only one
of the two channels. The two RMS
AC meters indicate the signal volt-
age output for each channel. The
separation is equal to:

Separation (dB ) =20 lo Echannel 1
g

2
where channel 1 is the channel to
which the input signal is being de-
livered and channel two is the chan-
nel that is supposedly dead.

Some specialized test systems
built by audio servicers for their
own use include but a single meter.
These systems have a level control
so that the reading of the live chan-
nel can be adjusted to deflect the
AC VTVM to exactly full scale. A
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switch is provided to transfer the
meter to the quiet channel. The met-
er scale is calibrated in decibels so
that the arithmetic is performed au-
tomatically in the process of the
measurement.

In cases where you want to mea-
sure or adjust the separation offered
by the stereo decoder section of an
FM stereo receiver, it is necessary
to use a multiplex generator. Some
generators allow direct connection
to the decoder input via a composite
output cable or jack. This author
prefers to use a system where the
composite signal modulates the out-
put of an FM signal generator. The
generator output is connected to the
receiver's antenna input circuit,
which allows you to check the entire
receiver at once. This is advisable
because some FM IF amplifier
problems can cause a loss of separa-
tion, and in some receivers it is pos-
sible to over -attenuate the pilot sig-
nal in the RC network present in
most FM stereo decoder input sec-
tion. The FM multiplex generator
should be of the type that can pro-
duce a "right only" or "left only"
composite modulated by a 1000 Hz
audio tone.

The test setup, for a relatively un-
known method of measuring chan-
nel separation is shown in Fig. 6.
With this method, it is also neces-
sary to use either a real "X -Y" os-
cilloscope or a regular scope with
the vertical and horizontal input
sensitivities equalized. It is impor-
tant that equal voltages applied to
the two inputs cause equal deflection
in both directions. In other words,
if a 0.1v RMS signal to the vertical
amplifier causes a 1 centimeter de-
flection, the same signal applied to
the horizontal input should also
cause a 1 centimeter deflection in
the opposite plane. If the signal is
fed to both inputs simultaneously,
the trace will be deflected in both
planes an equal amount, resulting in
a straight line positioned at a 45
degree angle. This test is less valid
if the scope isn't calibrated.

The electrical requirements of the
oscilloscope are not high. In fact,
some technicians who use this sys-
tem have found that almost any os-
cilloscope is suitable. Many shops
still have an old audio response re-
current sweep oscilloscope stuffed

under a bench someplace. A con-
siderable savings in troubleshooting
time can be realized if the scope is
connected across the speaker lines
as shown at all times during trouble-
shooting.

The drawings in Fig. 7 show
some of the traces you may find in
using this measurement technique.
The trace at Fig. 7A will appear if
only the right channel is producing
an output. If the left channel is the
"live" channel, you will see the trace
in Fig. 7B. In these two traces we
see the result of perfect channel sep-
aration. If a monaural program
source is fed to both channels with
equal amplitude, we will see a trace
similar to Fig. 7C. The 45 degree
angle of the trace with respect to the
baseline indicates that both scope
inputs are being fed with the same
amount of signal. In most cases of
poor separation, the trace is some-
thing between one of the perfect
traces and the monaural trace. The
less than perfect stereo trace will ap-
pear at some angle other than 45 de-
grees.

The above traces will appear with
either a sine -wave input to an audio
amplifier or sine -wave modulation of
an FM stereo signal generator. In
the trace of Fig. 7D, we see the trace
to be expected when tuned to a sta-
tion with good stereo separation.
This type of trace has been des-
cribed as a "mess of very angry
snakes" or a "plate of spaghetti that
doesn't want to be eaten." It is con-
tinuously in motion as long as there
is modulation present.

This scope is extremely useful in
aligning certain IC stereo decoders.
In those sets, the 38 kHz signal is of
such a low amplitude that normal
alignment by the peaking method is
almost impossible. With this method
of alignment, we need only adjust
the 38 kHz transformer while the
receiver is tuned to an FM signal
generator output signal that is mod-
ulated on only one channel. Tune
the slug of the 38 kHz coil until the
trace lies as close to one axis as pos-
sible. Be sure, of course, that it is
the proper axis. In most receivers
employing the Motorola designed
FM stereo decoder IC, it is possible
to completely reverse the stereo
channels by reversing the phasing of
that 38 kHz coil. If you adjust the

coil as described, the receiver should
exhibit maximum separation.

If the oscilloscope is left.connect-
ed to the bench speakers, you will
have a means for determining
whether a "no stereo lamp" com-
plaint is the fault of the lamp cir-
cuit or the receiver's multiplex cir-
cuitry. If the "mess of snakes" pat-
tern is present when you tune to a
stereo station but the lamp is not
lit, it is evident that the trouble is
in the lamp or its associated cir-
cuitry. On the other hand, if the
trace is missing or if one of the
monaural traces is present instead,
look in either the FM receiver cir-
cuits or the multiplex decoder cir-
cuits. 

TECH BOOK REVIEW

Title: FM Stereo/Quad Receiver
Servicing Manual (TAB BOOK
No. 660)

Author: Joseph J. Carr
Price: $7.95 Hardbound

$4.95 Paperback
Published: January, 1974
Size: 192 pages, 130 illustrations

For the technician looking for the
latest information on the newest
multichannel FM receivers, this
highly informative new book more
than fills the bill. It is intensely
thorough, quite extensive in scope,
and easy to understand, even for be-
ginning technicians. There are no
"holes"; the simply written text cov-
ers every phase of receiver servicing
and adjustment-including informa-
tion on the revolutionary digital
tuner!

It is an extremely useful and
much needed book in a field where
the technician has little really factu-
al up-to-date service information.
This is especially true in the areas of
quadraphonic reproduction, which
receives extensive coverage in this
volume. All the currently popular
quad systems-CBS, Electro-Voice,
RCA, and Sansui-are discussed in
great depth. The explanations of the
encoding and decoding techniques
used in each system are presented
in a down-to-earth manner, so that
even the beginning technician will
have little trouble understanding the
two operations.

Nothing is assumed on the part of
the reader. Each receiver section is

continued on page 55
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RCA introduces the "easy way"
to buy test equipment.

RCA's new Easy Payment Plan makes it possible
for you to own .. . immediately, any of the electronic in-
struments shown in the table below for just a small down
payment and only four additional easy payments.

No interest ... no special charges to worry about.
Just meet your local participating Distributor's credit
criteria.

Model WO -33B
New "super" portable 3" Oscilloscope

$229.00 $71.00 Down

Model WO -505A
DC to 10 MHz 5" Oscilloscope

$329.00 $101.00 Down

Model WV -98C
Senior VoltOhmyst "

$99.95 $30.00 Down

Model WV -532A
Relay -protected VOM

$99.95 $30.00 Down

Model WR-514A
TV Sweep Chanalyst

$380.00 $114.00 Down

Model WR-538A
Super Chro-Bar Generator
$129.95 $39.00 Down

Model WT -524A
Dynamic Transistor/FET Tester

$159.00 $47.00 Down

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE OPTIONAL WITH DISTRIBUTOR

So check off the instruments you need and visit
your nearest participating RCA Electronic Instruments
Distributor. Or write to RCA Electronic Instruments, 415
S. Fifth St., Harrison, N.J. 07029. A distributor will con-
tact you. He'll show you the quick and easy way to own
the best in RCA test equipment.

But hurry. This great offer ends on July 31,1974.

Model WO -535A
Triggered sweep DC to 10 MHz
5" Oscilloscope
$349.00 $104.00 Down

Model WV -510A
Master VoltOhmyst "
$135.00 $40.00 Down

Model WV -500B
Portable Solid -State VoltOhmyst''
$99.95 $30.00 Down

Model WA-504B/44D
Audio Sine/Square-wave Generator 
$109.50 $36.00 Down

Model WR-515A
Master Chro-Bar Generator
$189.00 $56.00 Down

Model WT -333A
Picture Tube Tester/Rejuvenator
with "SIMUL-TEST"
$189.00 $56.00 Down

Model WP -702A
Dual Output DC Power Supply
599.00 $30.00 Down

TRADEMARK(s). REGISTERED
MARCA(s) REGISTRADA(S)

Specialists demand the best tools of their trade.
Electronic
Instruments

. . . for more details circle 123 an Reader Service Card
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Selecting Speakers for
Commercial Audio Systems
A review of the three basic types of commercial

speakers, plus a look at how the speakers were selected

and placed in one system. by Jack Hobbs

SOUND
COLUMN

Fig. 1-Approximate angular dispersion range of column -type speaker.

 During the past decade,
many millions of dollars
have been garnered by
commercial audio special-
ists, TV/radio/audio ser-
vice dealers and techni-
cians who have diversified
or expanded into this area
of the electronics field.
Some of these installations
have been made in hotel
dining rooms, clubs,
churches, auditoriums,
school rooms, factories,
restaurants, shops, depart-
ment stores, bars and
cocktail lounges, shopping
centers, sports arenas, fu-
neral homes and parlors,
and even parking lots, to
mention only a few. Each
installation required a
careful initial survey be-
fore proper speakers could
be selected. And it should
be mentioned here that
some of these installations
were audio/visual - in-
cluding closed-circuit TV
(CCTV) in addition to

audio equipment.
It is not possible in one

brief article to cover all
factors involved in select-
ing proper speakers for a
variety of commercial au-
dio installations. And most
every installation must be
"tailor-made." We can,
however, confine ourselves
to basic fundamentals
which apply to a rather
wide variety of installa-
tions and come up
with valuable information
which is considered essen-
tially "typical." It is as-
sumed, of course, that we
are not about to select
speakers for a job we have
contracted for which is be-
yond both the technical
and financial capabilities
of our particular opera-
tion. In that event, no
amount of technical infor-
mation, however detailed,
can help us. Once again,
we'll stick to basic funda-
mentals.

CABINET
SPEAKER

DANCE
FLOOR

PARTY RM SECOND DINING ROOM

eEQUIPMENT
ED

CABINET

IED
MAIN DINING ROOM

0 0

ED CEILING SPEAKERS

MICROPHONES

Fig. 2-Simplified floor -ceiling plan of remodeled restaurant showing ap-
proximate location of audio equipment closet, 15 speakers and two mi-
crophones.

BASIC SPEAKER TYPES

Before we can even step
into an audio installation
location to select speakers,
we need to know, among
other things, details re-
garding the various kinds
of speakers available. Each
of these speaker types
have characteristics which
produce specific results
under a variety of condi-
tions.

In almost any installa-
tion, we may be concerned
with one or more of three
basic speaker types: 1) A
number of different indi-
vidual cone -type speakers
-plus special cone- or re-
flex -type arrays called
"sound columns" or "line
radiators"; 2) a number of

"compression"- or "pres-
sure -driver" types and 3)
panel -type speakers. We
will not discuss the thin -
line, panel -type speakers
here.

Cone -Type Speakers
For high-fidelity audio

reproduction, three or four
specially designed cone
speakers may be used
which includes a "woof-
er," or low -frequency re-
producer, a mid -range
frequency reproducer, an
intermediate high range
and a "tweeter" (high
range). (When three in-
stead of four speakers are
used in this arrangement,
the intermediate high -
range unit is not em-
ployed.) These are usual -
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Atlas Sound series AP -3C paging/talkback
speakers Nave watts/impedance switch.

Fanon mode F; C-75 sound column
handles 7! watts power.

ly mounted on a wooden
baffle -board and housed
in a wooden cabinet.
When cone -types are used
in most ocdmary commer-
cial sound systems for
background music, paging
and public address (PA)
functions, they are usually
of the mid -range, low- to
medium -powered types.

In practice, cone -type

Fanon HDA-30T multi -tap paging horn. Unive-sity model Cobreflex wide-angle horn.

FROM
AMP 70.7V
OUTPUT

-311E1E1 *--4[Al

-11E471

311EK

GROUND BUS

Fig. 3-Hook-up of t5 speakers employing 70.7-V constant -voltage system with grounded center -tapped -pri-
mary matching transformers.

speakers are mounted in
ceilings, in corner cabi-
nets, or hung relatively
high on walls in high-ceil-
inged rooms-usually baf-
fled in slightly tilting or
downward -sloping cabi-
nets. Cone -type speakers
are not normally used in
high-powered commercial
installations of the PA
type. There are also com-
bination cone/pressure-
driver type coaxial speak-
ers which provide rather
wide frequency response.

Pressure -Driver
Speakers

Pressure -driver type
speakers essentially are of
two main configurations:
directional and radial, re-

flex trumpets, sometimes
called projectors. These are
designed for uniform 360 -
degree dispersion under
moderate ambient noise
conditions and where
speech intelligibility is
more important than mu-
sic fidelity. These radial -
reflex units, however, are
also designed to have cer-
tain type -characteristics to
fit particular needs. The
other reflex -type trumpet
is designed for wide-angle
audio dispersion, with em-
phasis obtained in either
the horizontal or vertical
areas by rotating the horn
90 degrees. Normal dis-
persion in the horizontal
mode is around 120 de-
grees, and 60 degrees in

the vertical mode. These
units are sometimes
stacked in arrays and
clusters for wide-angle or
in-depth dispersion. Other
speaker types in this group
include high-powered pres-
sure -driver trumpets and
combination paging and
talk -back speakers.

Columnar Speakers
The columnar or its

variation, the "line -radia-
tor," is also a specialized
speaker. Depending on its
length, internal speaker
unit sizes and the number
of speakers arranged in the
array-including "shap-
ing -networks" and other
special arrangements-au-
dio dispersion in the verti-
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Fig. 4-Fifteen speakers of 16 -ohms each connected in series/parallel
to provide direct matching to 10 -ohm transformerless output transis-
torized audio amplifier.

Cut -away view
showing components
of Utah's commercial -grade
PA type cone speaker.

cal area varies from about
16 to 40 degrees, and
from 90 to 120 degrees in
the horizontal area when
mounted vertically. When
the column is mounted
horizontally, the disper-
sion angles are reversed.
These speakers have an
effective throw from ap-
proximately 50 feet to 200
feet (depending on pow-
er) and, when properly
mounted and "aimed," are
highly effective for PA
functions in some medium
to large -sized halls. See
Fig. 1. To a great extent,
we must depend upon
speaker manufacturers to
provide us with specifica-
tion details on various
speakers for different in-
stallations.

THE SURVEY COMES
FIRST

Actually, selection of
proper speakers takes
place simultaneously with
the "survey." And when
we know what kind of and
how many speakers we
need, we'll also know what
kind of amplifier is re-
quired to drive the speak-
ers. This fact will become
more obvious as we pro-
ceed. Make no bones
about it, with the possible
exception of selecting a
pair of low -wattage speak-
ers for mounting at one
end or side of a 10 -feet by
12 -feet doctor's or den-
tist's waiting room for an
FM stereo or continuous
tape background music
system, every commercial
audio installation will re-
quire much more than a
"five minute look around"
the location. Let's look at
one job a service -dealer
ran into.

A TYPICAL
INSTALLATION

The Installation Area
The owner of an old

restaurant which had been

in his family for three gen-
erations decided to re-
model, expand and redec-
orate his establishment, in-
cluding the construction of
a new 20 -feet by 100 -feet
addition to the building.
The planned total floor
space would be about
7000 square feet, a total
of 84,000 cubic feet. This
would be divided into five
main rooms as follows: 1)
The main (old) dining
room, 30 feet by 100 feet;
2) the bar -room (old) 20
feet by 40 feet; 3) a spe-
cial party room (new) 20
feet by 40 feet, to include
tables and a small 12 feet
by 12 feet dance floor; 4)
a second dining room
(new), 20 feet by 60 feet;
and 5) the kitchen, re-
frigeration, storage area
(old), 28 feet by 60 feet.
(See Fig. 2.) The party
room and the second din-
ing areas, as previously in-
dicated, were new addi-
tions to the original restau-
rant, bar and kitchen
areas.

The owner wished to
provide the entire area
with background music,
customer paging facilities
and audio dispatching to
waitresses from the kitch-
en and also from the bev-
erage - bar table / service
area. Additionally, he
wanted "canned" dance
music provided in the
party room. Incidentally,
the number of waitresses
employed during different
hours of the day varied
from 5 up to a maximum
of 11 during the lunch -
and dinner -hour peaks.
The establishment was
open from 10 a.m. to 2
a.m.-employing two 8-
hour shifts.

One Survey out of
Innumerable
Possibilities

The TV / radio / audio
service dealer who con -

continued on page 58
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No other
10 MHz
oscilloscope
gives you all
this for $475

lace.
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The TELEQUIPMENT D61
is a low priced 10 MHz dual
trace oscilloscope with sweep
rates up to 100 ns/div. It is ideally
suited for students, technicians,
and hobbyists.

Operating Ease. Front
panel controls are engineered
for instant recognition. Line or
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frame displays are selected
automatically in the TV trigger
position. And, chopped or
alternate modes are deter-
mined automatically to
optimize display clarity.

Bright, stable viewing.
Stable waveforms, displayed on
an 8 x 10 cm crt, are easy to
view, even under unfavorable
ambient light conditions. Two
identical input channels sim-
plify generation of X -Y displays.
This is particularly useful in
analysis of vec:or patterns.

Application versatility.
Because of its X -Y capability,
the D61 simplifies alignment
and troubleshooting of color
television sets. Its performance
equals or exceeds the require-
ments for servicing audio
equipment, pocket calculators,
public safety control, alarm,
and communications systems,
microwave ovens, digital clocks,
and similar consumer elec-
tronic products.

Compact, portable. Fully
transistorized, and weighing
only 15 pounds, the D61 occu-
pies only 6.3 inches of bench
width. It s easy to transport and
use in confined working areas.

Tektronix reliability.
TELEQUIPMENT products
carry the well-known Tektronix
warranty and are marketed
and supported by the
Tektron x organization.

Automatic triggering.
TV Frame
and line triggering.
Dual -trace, X -Y
and vector modes.

Send me the D61 Spec Sheet and Telequlpment
catalog.

E Have your field engineer call to arrange a
demonstration.

Tektronix. Inc , P.O.Box 500,

Name

Title

Company

Address

City

Beaverton, Oregon 97005

Telephone No.

State Zip

TEKTRONIX
committed to

techrecx1 excellence

. . . for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

OF
THESE
UNIQUE
BOOKS ...
(Combined List Price $40.85) Club Membership

9. yours for only
with Trial

C
each

May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing

page as part of an unusual offer of a
Trial Membership in Electronics Book
Club ?

Here are quality hardbound vol-
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.

These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members .. . impor-
tant books to read and keep . . . vol-
umes with your specialized interests in
mind.

Whatever your interest in electron-
ics -radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communi-
cations, engineering -you will find
Electronics Book Club will help you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your under-
standing of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of
the help and generous savings the
Club offers you. For here is a Club de-
voted exclusively to seeking out only
those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you
several advantages.
1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of
the books shown . . . plus the FREE
Bonus book worth $7.95 (combined
values to $40.85) for only 99C each
with your Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club
guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue
after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

SPECIAL FREE BONUS
. . . if you act now !

Yes, if you fill in and mail the Mem-
bership Application card today, you'll
also get this Bonus Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition

A completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase.
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodical-
ly sent to Members.
6. l'revents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly
News gives you advance notice of im-
portant new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-
perience, that these very real advan-
tages can be yours . . . that it is pos-
sible to keep up with the literature
published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so do-
ing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News.
Thus, you are among the first to know
about, and to own if you desire, sig-
nificant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Member-
ship, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the sub-
stantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electron-
ics Book Club. We urge you, if this
unique offer is appealing, to act

promptly, for we've reserved only a
limited number of books for new Mem-
bers.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and
mail the postage -paid airmail card to-
day. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.
SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Cassette Tape Recorders
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95

MATV Systems Handbook
List Price $7 95; Club Price $4.95

Pictorial Guide to Color TV Cir. Troubles
List Price $7.95, Club Price $4.95

10 -Min. Test Tech, for PC Servicing
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines
List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95

Miniature Projects for Elect. Hobbyists
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95

Acoustic Techniques for Home & Studio
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

Svcing. New Modular Color TV Recvrs.
(2 Vols.)

List Price $15.90; Club Price 57.95
Everyman's Guide to Auto Maintenance

List Price 57.95; Club Price $4.95
Pictorial Guide to CB Radio Inst./Repair

List Price $7.95, Club Price 54.95
Zenith Color TY Service Manual -Vol. 3

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Mobile Radio Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the VOM & EVM

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
125 Typical Elect. Cir. Anal. & Repaired

List Price 57.95; Club Price $4.95
Jap. Radio/Rec./Tape Player Serv. Man.

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Marine Electronics Handbook

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Basic Electronic Test Procedures

List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Troubleshooting Solid -State Amplifiers

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
How to Repair Musical Inst. Amplifiers

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Kwik-FixTNI TV Service Manual

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
How to Build Solid -State Audio Circuits

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!



How to Use Color TV
Test Instruments

Here's an opportuni-
ty to close whatever
gaps there are in
your ability to use
modern, up-to-date
equipment designed
specifically to save
you time and. money.
You'll quickly grasp
the author's com-
mon-sense approanli
to using the right in-
struments, thereby
getting the most out

of your investment in test gear.
You'll improve your ability to use an
oscilloscope. color bar generator,
alignment generators, vectorscope,
TV Analyst and sine, square -wave
generators. The author also has in-
cluded a description of his "curve
tracer." With this simple scope at-
tachment, you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistors-
even ICs-in or out of the circuit.
256 ups., over 230 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 577

1tor 'ill ESTCorsoRUMS

...tower

How to Solve Solid -State
Circuit Troubles

A troubleshooter's
"dreambook"-com-
plete with 161 cir-
cuit descriptions and
step-by-step trouble-
shooting procedures-for anyone wilco
occasionally or regu-
larly services solid-
state entertainment
equipment of any
kind-TV receivers,
AM -FM radios (in-
cluding auto radios),

tape recorders, record players. etc.
Very probably the most complete
work of its kind ever published, it
will serve as an excellent reference
and study guide for those desiring
to learn more about solid-state cir-
cuits and how they work. Hobbyists
and experimenters alike can use it
to design and build complex solid-
state circuits. 304 pps., 564 x 8 1/2.
161 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 624

The Fascinating World of
Radio Communications

cov,T8 the romance
of short-wave listen-
ing, DNing, special-
ized bands such as
the Coast Guard, ra-
dio amateurs, the
broadcast band, for-
eign broadcasts, etc.
It also delves into
the fascinating de-
velopments of radio
pioneers . . Teals,
. . . Volta . .

Loomis . . .Galvani
. and shows how their discoveries

worked to bring us radio as it is to-
day. Also described are the interest-
ing installations of the National
Bureau of Standards, plus WWV
services used by industries, citizens
and even governments all over the
world, Citizens Band? You bet . . .

and how to get your license. what to
look for in CB, and how to pick a
('B receiver. 176 pps. illus.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 586
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Reliable Electronic Assembly
Production

riiabir
electronic

vsembly
production

Here is one of those
rare books which suc-
cessfully bridges the
gap between design
and production tech-
nologies, thereby pro-
viding guidelines for
choosing the best de-
sign to achieve the
least expensive and
most reliable product.
The content provides
information on mate-
rial and methods em-

ployed in mass production. giving the
designer in-depth knowledge of the
broad range of processes he should
consider in evolving a final product
concept. Not only does the content
define the best materials for each
given application, and detail the best
choice for fabricating but it also
points out incompatibilities which
may evolve between design and pro-
duction. 208 pages. Hardbound.
List Price $12.95  Order No. 287

Installing Hi-Fi Systems
The ,,a.,1 of high
fidelity doesn't stop
with the purchase
of equipment. This
book explores the
many aspects of bo-
ttle -home music re-
production, from
acoustical considera-
tions to structural
requirements. Now
in its fourth print-
ing, this timeless
and ever -popular

guidebook has helped thousands to
achieve studio quality sound at
home. Includes details on building
your own 111-11 furniture, setting up a
sound room. eliminating interference
and hum, how best to route wires
and interconnecting cables, speakers,
and speaker enclosures (with infor-
mation on how to build your own I,
and much more. Tells all you need
to know. 224 pps., 153 illus. Hard-
bound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 86

Small Appliance Repair Guide
I.,.tro to repair doz-
ens of small house-
hold appliances with
the use of this au-
thoritative. low-cost
handbook. Profusely
illustrated. the text
tells how to find the
cause of trouble in
minutes, and how to
go about making the
required repairs.
You'll also pick up
helpful hints on dis-

assembly and assembly, one of the
real "tricky" aspects of many ap-
pliance repair nobs. General trouble-
slonsOing procedures are explained
to familiarize you with the tech-
niques of appliance repair. Succeed-
ing chapters deal with thermostats,
skillets, sauce pans, irons, toasters.
coffee makers, blankets. mixers,
knives, deep fryers, hair dryers, elec-
tric shavers, and small motors found
in countless appliances. 11 Chapters.
224 pps. Over 150 illus. Appendix
and Index.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 515
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Sylvania Monochrome TV
Service Manual

Complete service,
SYLVANIA alignment, parts and

schematic data for
all Sylvania black -
and -white sets intro-
duced during the last
5 years-from the
A01 through B14,
and 572 through
578 chassis. Con-
tains everything you
need including tech-
niques for setup.
preliminary adjust-

ments, tuner alignment, and repair
and system alignments. Also, in-
cluded are the latest factory -recom-
mended modifications to help you
eliminate "bugs." 19 complete sche-
matic diagrams are printed on big
double foldout sheets with waveform
illustrations. 196 pps.. 814 x 11",
including 38 -page schematic foldout
section; and complete parts list for
all chassis. Leatherette cover.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 599

MONOCHROME
TV SERVICE MANUAL

Practical Electronic Servicing
Techniques

Here is a new and
unique handbook
that will sharpen
your electronics trou-
bleshooting ability.
Yes, you can learn
to whip those tough
dogs and prepare
yourself for any elec-
tronic gear that
comes your way with
the "Inside" infor-
mation presented in
this handbook. You'll

be surprised how simple and logical
the _professional techniques really
are. Begins with an analysis of what
troubleshooting really is: to condition
your thinking (which is part of the
secret). the author begins with the
analysis of troubleshooting logic;
then he tells you how to think like
a tough -dog expert. Also logical ser-
vice approaches to DC circuits, tube
Hermits. and transistor circuits. 258
pps. 138 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $7.95  Order No. 547

PRACTICAL
ELECTRONIC

SERVICING
TECHNIQUES

Radio & Television: Principles &
Applications

X complete elec-
tronics library in a
single volume Front'
raw ac and oc fun-
damentals to ad-
vanced hi-fi. short-
wave, and TV theo-
ry, the cc soplete
spear's!' of elec-
trodes is covered in
depth. Prepared in
Great Britain. this
book amounts to a
full course it elec-

tronics-and it's written in extreme-
ly readable language. It starts with
a cleseripthon of the manner in
which current flows, progresses to
wave generation, electron activity in
tubes and transistors, and then into,
the more advanced principles of
electronics, its practical applications.
Includes comparative descriptions of
U.S. and British standards. 400
pps., 286 illus. Ilardbound.
List Price $8.95  Order He. 296

RADIO

TELEVISION:

Principles and

Applications

Electronic Circuit Design
Handbook

New Fourth Edition

hOsio,-A
brand-new, en-

larged edition of the
fika ever popular circuit

designer a "cook-
book," now contain-
ing over 600 proven
circuits, for all types
of functions, selected
from thousands non
the basis of original-
ity and practical Im-
plication. Now you
can have, at your

fingertips, this carefully planned ref-
erence source of tried and tested cir-
cuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the an-
swer to the need for an organized
gathering of proved circuits . . both
basic and advanced designs that can
easily serve as stepping sr ones to
almost any kind of circuit von, might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sec-
tions, over 600 illus. 854 " x 11".
List Price $17.95 Order No. T101

Practical Color TV Servicing
Techniques

This brand-new up-
dated and expanded
second edition con-
tains troubleshooting
guidelines and case
histories on the lat-
est solid-state re-
ceivers. including a
4 -color section with
32 trouble -symptom
photos and a foldout
section with 6 com-
plete TV reviver
schematics. Now in-

cluded are service tips and tech-
niques in R('A. Motorola and Zenith
solid-state chassis. plus a host of
case histories and current data on
G.E. chassis. In fact. each of the
12 chapters is tilled with informa-
tion applicable to virtually any brand
of color TV receiver, enabling you to
solve tough -dog troubles quickly. 404
pus., 2 i0 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $8.95 Order No. 436

Transistor Projects for
Hobbyists & Students

11 building useful
urulkatiSla eh...Ironic goose,.

MRCS MI and projects ?urns
W511 in STUPOR you on, your innag-

ination will be trig-
gered into conduc-
tion the moment you
pick up this hook.
Build all sorts of
devices with SCR's,
LASCRs. transistors,
Triacs. Discs, Tri-
gars, and integrated
circuits. The first

section offers suggestions for build-
'ng or breadboarding these circuits.
Sections 2 through 4 describe a wide
range of devices for your car home,
office, nor wherever electronics can
serve you. Section 5 describes Tri-
gacs and how to use them in a va-
riety of circuits for switching and
control functions. Section 6 is de-
voted to integrated-cireuit projects.
192 pps Over 100 illus. Hardbound.
List Price 57.99  Order No. 542

Fire & Theft Security Systems
A handy guidebook
on the selection, in-
stallation, and gen-
eral maintenance of
home and business
security devices and
systems. Describes
many newly intro-
duced systems from
simple door and win-
dow switches to ul-
tra -sensitive micro-
wave sensing sys-
tems. There's also a

wealth of information, for those who
would like to get into sales, installa-
tion, and maintenance services-
how to design the most effective and
economical installation for any situa-
tion. And, you'll know where to find
the components needed for fire and
theft protection, because the equip-
ment section includes data on a
myriad of devices, with most of the
principal suppliers represented. 176
ppptves., over 1007

95 
Hardbound,aridbowed;

List Price 556

Dictionary of Electronics
You'll find this huge
volume extremely
useful in whatever
connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of elec-
tronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across Inc your every-
day reading ... from
alpha Particles
through zoom lens
. . defines the

terms you need and use most often,
including those found in radio, TV.
communications, radar, electronic in-
strumentation, broadcasting, indus-
trial electronics, etc. It provides full,
complete and easily -understandable
explanations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors.
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
beat oscillator, final anode, electro-
static lens, nonlinear resistance, etc.) .
420 lops., 487 illustrations. Hard-
bound.
List Price $8.95  Order No. 300

Amateur Radio General -Class
License Study Guide

A new and unique
text-the only one
entirely devoted to
the subject-for any-
one who wants to
pass the FCC Gen-
eral -Class exam suc-
cessfully. Each ques-
tion is dealt with
individually. and the
answers are ex-
plained in depth at
a level that can be
easily understood by

relatively inexperienced readers. Even
If you have no interest in "ham" ra-
dio, you'll find the content of this
well -written text is an excellent
source of information of value to
anyone in electronics. Pertinent facts
are grouped into palatable, easy -to -
assimilate doses, and the conversa-
tional style keeps the material fresh
and interesting from the first page
too the last 320 pps. Hardbound.
List Price 59.95  Order No. 551

Hi-Fi for the Enthusiast
Expert practical
guidance for the
audiophile who wants
to achieve first-class
reproduction from
radio, tape or rec-
ords. Content is tru-
ly unique-main em-
phasis is on the ef-
ficient selection, as-
sembly and use of
modern commercial
hi -fl units, modules
and construction

kits; rood, will be able to build a sys-
tem that booth suits your individual
needs, and gives a high standard of
reproduction at an economical price.
Room acoustics. amplifiers, pickups
and loudspeakers, links with visual
sources such as TV, film and slides,
are dealt with in detail. Technicians,
too, will find this hook packed with
invaluable advice. A practical book,
written by a hi -fl professional. 176
pps., 42 illus. Hardbound.
List Price $6.95  Order No. 596

AN EXTRAORDINARY OFFER...
. . . for more details circle 103 on Reader Service Card



TEST
INSTRUMENT

REPORT
Descriptions and specifications of the products

included in this department are provided by
the manufacturers. For additional information,

circle the corresponding numbers on the Reader
Service Card in this issue.

B&K Precision
Model 282

Digital
Multimeter

by J. W. Phipps

 The B&K Precision Model 282
Digital Multimeter is a compact,
light -weight test instrument designed
to measure resistance and DC and
AC voltages and currents. As re-
vealed by the accompanying list of
specifications, the Model 282 is ca-
pable of measuring all of the levels
of voltages, currents and resistances
normally encountered in the servic-
ing of home entertainment and most
communications electronic products,
with the exception of the focus and
picture tube anode voltages in tele-
vision receivers. And it is capable of
measuring them with accuracies
which exceed those of most high -
quality service -type analog -readout
FET VOM's. Equally significant, it
offers the speed and precise readout
inherent in digital displays.

BLOCK DIAGRAM ANALYSIS

A simplified block diagram of the
Model 282 is shown here. Input for
all measurements, except current
levels exceeding 199.9 mA, is
through the ( + ) and (-) jacks on
the front panel of the instrument. To
measure current levels exceeding
199.9 mA, one of the two prongs of
the test lead assembly is inserted in-
to the jack labeled IA, as described
in the operating procedures section.

For AC and DC voltage measure-
ments, the FUNCTION switch routes
the input voltage through a preci-
sion series attenuator network, the
resistance value of which is deter-
mined by the setting of the RANGE

-HUH

B&K Precision Model 282 Digital Multimeter.
For more information about this instrument, circle
900 on the Reader Service Card.

switch. The full-scale voltage devel-
oped across the attenuator network
in each voltage position of the range
switch is a nominal 1 volt.

For AC and DC current measure-
ments, the FUNCTION switch routes
the input current through a set of
four precision shunt resistors. The
number of resistors shunted across
the input is determined by the
RANGE switch. The current through
the resistor(s) develops a nominal
100 mV at full scale of each of the
four current ranges.

For resistance measurements, the
input is connected to a constant -
current source, which develops
across the unknown resistance a
voltage which is proportional to the
value of the resistance.

All inputs are applied to the buf-
fer amplifier, which consists of a
balanced dual FET follower and an
operational amplifier. The function
of the buffer amplifier for AC and
DC voltage and resistance measure-
ments is to provide impedance
matching between the input circuits
and the absolute valve circuit which
follows it. For AC and DC current
measurements, the buffer amplifier
also provides a gain of 10.

The absolute valve circuit pro-
vides full -wave rectification of the
output of the buffer amplifier and
converts the input voltage into a
current which charges the integrator
capacitor of the analog -to -digital
converter. The absolute valve cir-
cuit eliminates the need for a sepa-

rate rectifier converter circuit for
converting AC to DC before appli-
cation to the analog -to -digital (A-
D) converter.

The analog -to -digital converter is
a modified integrator type which
converts the analog input into a se-
ries of pulses whose average repeti-
tion rate during the sampling period
is proportional to the true average
of whatever electrical quantity is
being measured. (This method of
analog -to -digital conversion is gen-
erally conceded to be more accurate
than pure "ramp" type conversion
systems.)

The pulses produced by the
analog -to -digital converter during
each sampling period are gated into
the counter circuitry of the logic
section by a timer circuit which is
controlled by a sample from the AC
line. The remaining circuitry of the
digital logic section stores and de-
codes the output of the counter cir-
cuitry. The decoded digital informa-
tion then is used to drive the display
section, which consists of a three -
section, 7 -bar Sperry display for the
last three digits, and a single -section,
4 -bar Sperry display, for the first
digit and negative polarity indicator.
(Positive polarity is implied by the
absence of a negative sign display.)

The polarity indicating section
consists of a transistor amplifier
which, when the FUNCTION switch is
in the DCV position, fires the nega-
tive sign bar of the polarity indicator
display.
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mEriSiON MODEL P.82 0GITAL MULTMETE,

Close-up view of the Model 282 digital multimeter. Note the brightness and clarity ct the readout
and the simple, clearly labeled operating controls.

The decimal points of the Sperry
displays are activated by the RANGE

switch.

OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR
TYPICAL MEASUREMENTS

Test Probe Connections
For all measurements except cur-

rent levels exceeding 199.9 mA, the
dual -pin plug of the test probe is
inserted so that the ( + ) pin is in
the ( + ) jack and the (-) pin is in-
serted in the com jack. For mea-
surement of current levels exceeding
199.9 mA, the ( + ) pin is inserted
in the IA jack.

The probe supplied with the
Model 282 is equipped with a
100K -ohm isolating resistor which
can be switched in and out of the
input circuit. The isolating resistor
should be switched into the input
circuit when DC measurements are
made in high -impedance or high -
frequency circuits, to isolate the ca-
ble and input circuit capacitance of
the Model 282 from the circuit in
which measurements are being per-
formed. This added series resistance
reduces the capacitive loading which
otherwise would affect the accuracy
of the measurement. When the iso-
lating resistor is switched in, a read-
ing error of -1 percent is intro-
duced because the 100K of resistance
is placed in series with the internal
10M -ohm divider of the Model 282
(1/100 of the input voltage is
dropped across the isolating resis-
tor). If this error is considered sig-

nificant, the observed reading can be
mentally increased by multiplying it
by 1 percent (.01).
Interpreting the Readout

The digital readout of the Model
282 produces up to four numbers
plus a minus (-) sign, which is
activated when the DC voltage or
current being measured has a nega-
tive polarity. The display also is
equipped with a decimal point,
which automatically changes posi-
tion when the RANGE switch is
changed from one range to another,
to indicate the decimal fractions of
whatever unit is being measured.
For example, if the FUNCTION switch
is in either the ACV or ucv positions,
the numbers to the right of the deci-
mal point indicate decimal fractions
of a volt. If the FUNCTION switch is
in either the DCA (DC current), ACA
(AC current) or OHMS position, the
numbers to the right of the decimal
point indicate decimal fractions of
whatever unit of measure corre-
sponding to the quantity being mea-
sured is indicated by the RANGE
switch. For example, if the FUNC-
TION switch is in the OHMS position
and the RANGE switch is in the po-
sition labeled 10/v/MA/K, all num-
bers to the right of the decimal
point indicate decimal fractions of
K ohms. A reading of 12.55 would
be interpreted as 12 K ohms plus
55/100 of a K ohm, or, in more
precise terms, 12,550 ohms.

An accompanying table illustrates
the digital readouts for the various

combinations of the five measuring
positions of the FUNCTION switch
and the six positions of RANGE
switch. This table also illustrates
that the Model 282 is capable of
reading up to twice the full scale
range indicated by the RANGE switch.
In digital meter terminology this is
called overrange, and in the case of
the Model 282, is 100 percent over -
range. For example, in the table
note that the Model 282 can read
out up to 1.999V in the O -IV position
of the RANGE switch, or twice the
full scale range indicated by that po-
sition of the RANGE switch.

If the quantity being measured
exceeds the 100 -percent overrange
capability of the Model 282 in any
position of the RANGE switch, the
automatic overrange indication fea-
ture of the Model 282 will be ac-
tivated, causing the second, third
and fourth digits (from the left of
the display) to be turned off and
leaving on only the first, or "1",
digit. (Actually this automatic fea-
ture should properly be called an
over 100 percent overrange indica-
tion, because it is not activated until
the input quantity exceeds 100 per-
cent of the full scale capability of
the particular range being used.)
When this condition occurs, the
RANGE switch should be moved to
the next higher range position.

Step-by-step procedures for oper-
ating the Model 282 are outlined in
the following paragraphs, to provide
you a better understanding of the
speed and ease with which voltage,
current and resistance measurements
can be made with a well designed
digital multimeter.

DC Voltage Measurements
1) The FUNCTION switch is set to
the DCV position. The 100K -ohm
resistor in the test probe should be
switched out unless required to pro-
vide isolation when measuring DC
voltages in a high -frequency or high -
impedance circuit.
2) Connect the clip on the common
test lead to the tip of the probe and
zero the instrument by turning the
ZERO control until the MINUS sign
just lights or flickers and a zero
reading is obtained. (Note that the
instrument can differentiate between
a "minus zero" and a "plus zero.")
3) Set the RANGE switch as required
for the voltage amplitude to be mea-
sured. If the approximate amplitude
of the voltage is not known, set the
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RANGE switch to the highest posi-
tion and reduce the settings as re-
quired to obtain a reading.
4) Connect the negative clip lead
of the test probe to the common
(ground) point of the chassis or
equipment in which the measure-
ments are to be performed.
5) Touch the tip of the probe to the
voltage point to be measured. If the
polarity is negative, the polarity
sensing circuit will be energized and
the voltage reading displayed will be
preceded by a minus ( - ) sign. If
the amplitude of the DC voltage
measured is greater than twice that
of the range selected, the overrange
condition will be indicated by turn
off of all digits except the first digit
on the left, which will read "1."

AC Voltage Measurements

1) Place the FUNCTION switch in
the ACV position.
2) Set the probe switch to the DI-
RECT position.
3) Set the RANGE switch to the de-
sired voltage range. If in doubt
about the actual voltage amplitude
to be measured, always use the high-
est voltage range for the first mea-
surement and adjust the RANGE
switch as required to obtain a satis-
factory readout. If a voltage greater
than twice that indicated on the
RANGE switch is being measured the
overrange condition will be indi-
cated, as described previously for
DC voltage measurements. When
this occurs, a higher voltage range
must be selected.

Resistance Measurements
Before attempting in -circuit re-

sistance measurements, be sure that
the equipment in which the mea-
surements are to be made is turned
off and that all capacitors in the cir-
cuit are discharged. Once these con-
ditions have been met, resistance
measurements can be performed in
the following manner:
1) Set the FUNCTION switch to the
OHM position.
2) Set the probe switch to the DI-
RECT position.
3) Set the RANGE switch to the de-
sired position. Connect the test leads
across the resistance to be measured.
4) If the resistance value being
measured exceeds twice the value of
the range selected, the overrange
circuitry is energized, causing the
first digit to remain on and the sec-
ond, third, and fourth to remain off.

When this occurs, select a higher
range.

DC Current Measurements
When making either DC or AC

current measurements, be sure the
leads of the Model 282 are con-
nected in series with the load of the
circuit in which the measurements
are to be made. Connecting the
leads of the Model 282 in parallel
with the voltage source might cause
a current overload of sufficient mag-
nitude to damage the voltage source.
Also, always begin current measure-
ments with the RANGE switch of the

Model 282 in the highest range po-
sition and then reduce the range to
obtain a satisfactory reading.
1) Before connecting the leads of
the Model 282 to the circuit in
which current is to be . measured,
turn off all power to the circuit.
Then connect the leads of the Model
282 to the circuit in one of the two
following methods:

a) When inserting the test leads
of the multimeter on the positive
side of the power source which con-
nects to the load, connect the posi-
tive lead of the test probe assembly
at the voltage source and connect

Simplified block
diagram of B&K
Precision Model

282 Digital
Multimeter.

INPUT

JACKS

ONVERTE,

ATTER
UATOR

ACA DC
VOLTAGE

AND
RESISTANCE

FUNCTION RANGE
SWITCH SWITCH

IA

POWER
SUPPLY

SHUNTS

BUFFER
X10

GAIN

AC & DC
CURRENT

POLARITY

AD
ONVERTE

DISPLAY

DIGITAL
LOGIC

TIME

BASE

Measurement Functions, Switch Positions, Probe Lead

Connections & Readouts, B&K Precision Model 282 Digital Multimeter

To Measure

Set

Function
Switch

Set

Range

Switch

Connect

( )

Lead

Digital Display

Full
Scale

100%
Overrange

DC I)( V
VOLTS 0-1 V I V ( + ) Jack 1.000 1.999

0-10 V 10 V (+) Jack 10.00 19.99
0-100 V 100 V ( +) Jack 100.0 199.9
0-1000 V 1000 V ( + ) Jack 1000. 1500.

AC ACV
VOLTS 0-1 V I V ( +) Jack 1.000 1.999

0-10 V 10 V (+) Jack 10.00 19.99
0-100 V 100 V (+) Jack 100.0 199.9
0-1000 V 1000 V ( + ) Jack 1000. 1000.

DC IWA
CURRENT 0-1 mA I mA ( + ) Jack 1.000 1.999

0-10 mA 10 mA ( +) Jack 10.00 19.99
0-100 mA 100 mA ( + ) Jack 100.0 199.9
0-1 Amp 1000 mA 1 A 1000. 1999.

AC A( A
CURRENT 0-1 mA 1 mA ( + ) Jack 1.000 1.999

0-10 mA 10mA (+) Jack 10.00 19.99
0-100 mA 100 mA (+) Jack 100.0 199.9
0-1 Amp 1000 mA 1 A 1000. 1999.

OHMS OHMS
0-100 ohms 100 SI (+) Jack 100.0 199.9
0-1000 ohms 1 Kt (+) Jack 1.000 1.999
0-10 K ohms 10 Kil ( + ) Jack 10.00 19.99
0-100 K ohms 100 MI (+) Jack 100.0 199.9
0-1 M ohms 1000 MI ( +) Jack 1000. 1999.
0-10 M ohms 10 Mil ( +) Jack 10.00 19.99
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the negative lead to the load.
b) When inserting the multime-

ter between the negative power
source terminal and the load, con-
nect the negative (black) test lead
to the negative voltage terminal and
connect the positive (red) lead to
the load.

After the Model 282 has been
connected as described previously,
power can be reapplied to the cir-
cuit and you can proceed to Step 2.
2) Place the FUNCTION switch in
the DCA position.
3) Set the probe switch to the DI-
RECT position.
4) Rotate the RANGE switch to the
desired current range position. Al-
ways set the range switch to the
highest position if the amplitude of
the current to be measured is not
known.
5) If the polarity of the current
being measured is negative, the po-
larity sensing circuit will be ener-
gized, and the current value dis-
played will be preceded by a minus
( -) sign. If the magnitude of the
current being measured exceeds

twice the amount indicated on the
RANGE switch position selected, the
overrange circuitry will be ener-
gized, causing the first digit to re-
main on and the second, third and
fourth digits to remain off. When
this occurs, immediately remove
power from the circuit under test
and select a higher current range be-
fore proceeding.
6) When using 1A current range,
the ( + ) tip of the test probe assem-
bly must be connected to the 1A

jack.

AC Current Measurements
The precautions and circuit con-

nections described for DC current
measurements also apply to AC
current measurements. After mak-
ing the required connections, AC
current measurements can be per-
formed in the following manner:
1) Set the FUNCTION switch to the
ACA position.
2) Set the probe switch to the DI-
RECT position.
3) Set the RANGE switch to the de-
sired position. If in doubt about the

AC VOLTAGE

( Average reading

Ranges:

Overrange:

Maximum AC Input:

Accuracy:

Frequency Response.

Input Impedance:

Overrange Indication

DC VOLTAGE
Ranges:

Overrange:

Maximum DC Input:

Accuracy:

Input Impedance:
Polarity Indication:
Overrange Indication

magnitude of the current to be mea-
sured, again use the highest current
range and then adjust the RANGE

switch as required to obtain a satis-
factory reading.

CONCLUSION

The B&K Precision Model 282
Digital Multimeter seemingly has
been designed and priced with home
entertainment and communications
electronic technicians in mind, al-
though its measuring functions,
ranges and accuracies also should
make it attractive to any type of
electronic technician who is willing
to pay the relatively few extra dol-
lars difference between the cost of
it and a high -quality, service -type
FET VOM. The few extra dollars
spent for a digital multimeter with
the characteristics of the Model 282
are a cheap price to pay for the
added speed, ease and accuracy with
which such an instrument permits
you to make the measurements
which probably represent at least
75 percent of your diagnostic ef-
foet. 

SPECIFICATIONS B&K Precision Model 282 Digital Multimeter

circuitry calibrated to read RMS value of pure sine wave)

0-1.000, 10.00, 100.0. 1000 volts RMS
100 percent, to 1.999, 19.99, 199.9, 1000 volts RMS
1000V RMS or 1500 volts peak.
± 1 percent of reading, -± I digit, I, 10, 100 V ranges.
L-1.5 percent of reading, ±- I digit, 1000 V range.

I percent accuracy: 50Hz to 1000Hz on 1, 10 and 100 V
range.

1.5 percent accuracy: 50Hz to 1000Hz on 1000 V range.
±.5 dB: 1000Hz to 10kHz on 1 and 10 V ranges.

1.0 dB: 1000Hz to 10kHz on 100 V range.
1.0 dB: 1000Hz to 2000Hz on 1000 V range.

10 megohms.
If the input voltage exceeds 200 percent of full scale, the
first digit ("I") will remain on and the second, third and
fourth digits will be turned off.

DC CURRENT
Ranges:

Voltage Drop

(Measured at

Instrument Terminals):
Overrange:

Accuracy:

Polarity Indication:

Overrange Indication:

t 0-1.000, 10.00, 100.0, 1000 volts.
100 percent to ± 1.999, 19.99, 199.9, 1500 volts
1500 volts DC or DC plus AC peak.
`.5 percent of reading. ' I digit, I, 10, 100 volt range.
± I percent of reading, ± I digit, 1000V range.
10 megohms.
Automatic, minus sign shown, with plus sign implied.
If the input voltage exceeds 200 percent of full scale, the
first digit ("I") will remain on and the second. third, and
fourth digits will be turned off.

0- 1.000mA, 10.00mA, 100.0mA, 1000mA.

I 00mV, at full range.
100 percent, to 1.999, 19.99, 199.9 and I999mA.

I percent of reading, ± I digit, I, 10, and 100mA range.
1.5 percent of reading. ± I digit, 1000mA range.

If a DC current of negative polarity is applied to the input,
the minus sign will light. The plus'sign is implied.
If the input current exceeds 200 percent of full scale, the
first digit ("I") will remain on and the second, third, and
fourth digits will be turned off.

AC CURRENT
Ranges:

Voltage Drop
(Measured at

Instrument Terminals):
Overrange:

Accuracy:

Frequency Response:

Overrange Indication:

RESISTANCE
Ranges:

Overrange:

Accuracy:

Maximum Test

CLrrents.

0-1.00. 10.0. 100.0, 1000mA.

I 00mV RMS at full range.
100 percent, to 1.999, 19.99, 199.9 and I 999mA.
± 1.5 percent of reading, ± I digit, I, 10, and 100mA range.
± 2 percent of reading, ± I digit, 1000mA range.
50Hz to 1000Hz at stated accuracy.
If the input current exceeds 200 percent of full scale, the
first digit ("I") will remain on and the second, third, and
fourth digits will be turned off.

0-100.0 ohms: 1.000. 10.00, 100.0, 1000Kohms; 10.00
mcgohms.
100 percent, to 199.9 ohms, 1.999, 19.99, 199.9 1900

Kohms: 19.99 megohms.
± I percent of reading, " I digit, 100 ohm to 1000Kohm
ranges.
±-2 percent of reading. -I digit, 10 megohms range.

100ohm
I Kohm

10Kohm
TOOKohni

I 000Kohm
10Mohrn

10mA
ImA

100/AA
10/AA

100nA

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
DC Volts. AC Volts: Diode protection together with series current limiting

resistance.
DC and AC Current: Fuse and diode protection on all ranges except 1000mA.
Ohms Ranges: Internal to -1-250V DC or DC plus AC peak, 100 ohm

range limited to + IOOV DC -250V DC or 250V AC peak.

POWER SOURCE:

ACCESSORIES

(Included):

DIMENSIONS:

WEIGHT:

PRICE:

I I 7VAC, 60Hz.

One test probe assembly, PR -2I.
Instruction manual with schematic and parts list.
31/2" x 7" x 9".
5 lbs.
519.95.
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 The bipolar transistor is a two -
junction device (as differentiated
from unipolar devices, such as
FETs) and is available in many
electrical and physical variations.
This leads to terms such as mesa,
Planar, epitaxial, drift and others in
the technical literature covering bi-
polar transistors. It is not really
necessary, for service purposes, to
understand these technical terms.
Instead, it is more meaningful for
the technician to be able to under-
stand the terms used in transistor
specifications. Such terms are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs,
to help the technician make suitable
substitutions.

Collector Voltage
When a transistor in some rela-

tively noncritical application such as
a simple audio amplifier fails, it is
apparent that a substitute device
with a suitable collector voltage rat-
ing must be selected. Assuming that
the technician knows the applied
voltage, as in a 12 -volt auto radio,
where the small -signal stages have
14 or less volts applied (twice that
for devices using transformers or in-
ductive loads), it would seem a
simple matter to pick such a device.
That is not so. There are four com-
mon methods of specifying collector
voltage ratings: Vcs, Vc'o, VCES and
VCRS.

Vcn is the voltage between collec-
tor and base with the emitter lead
open, and is really only the diode
voltage between collector and base
with no transistor (gain) effect pos-

MODERN SERVICING TECHNIQUES

Bipolar Transistors -
What Every Good

Technician Should Know
About Replacing

Them by B. B. Dee

sible. This is not a realistic defini-
tion of collector voltage from the
service standpoint, and is usually a
higher figure that the device can ac-
tually tolerate when connected as a
transistor.

VCEO, on the other hand, is tested
in the normal transistor connection,
but with the base open, which is the
worst possible condition the tran-
sistor can be tested under. This volt-
age rating is useful and can be de-
pended upon at reasonable transis-
tor temperatures. (These figures
usually are specified at 25 degrees
Centigrade, which is room tempera-
ture. Significantly different operat-
ing temperatures have some modify-
ing effect.)

VcEE is tested with a low -value
resistor connected between base and
emitter, and is used with power
transistors which are often used in

that manner. It is similar in voltage
to VCE8, which is the same test per-
formed with a short between base
and emitter. These two specifica-
tions provide useful information for
switching and other specialized uses,
but are of little use to the service-
man.

The reason for the differences in
these voltage ratings on the same
transistor can be understood by ex-
amining Fig. 1. WS is the point at
which substantial leakage indicates
the reverse biased collector -base
junction is about to break down.
VCEO is markedly lower, since even
the smallest collector -base leakage
must then flow through the base -
emitter junction in order to return
to the negative battery terminal, and,
of course, any current flowing
through the base -emitter junction is
amplified just as if it were an input

TEST
VOLTAGE

OPEN

OPEN

TEST
VOLTAGE

VCB VCEO

TEST
VOLTAGE

TEST
VOLTAGE

VCER VCES

Fig. 1-Four common methods of specifying collector voltage ratings.
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current (signal). Thus at the small-
est sign of collector junction leak-
age, the transistor amplifies that
leakage causing a heavy collector
current to flow.

Because transistor cost is marked-
ly affected by voltage rating, the ser-
vice shop can make substantial sav-
ings by careful selection of semi-
conductors available at low prices
from several reputable manufactur-
ers. In general, the "replacement
series" transistors offered by the
same manufacturers cost several
times as much as O.E.M. devices
because they are marketed by a
separate department and must in-
clude the added advertising, han-
dling and other costs involved in
marketing them.

Reverse Breakdown Voltage

An often overlooked factor in
transistor substitution is BVeno, or
breakdown voltage, base to emitter,
with the collector open. This is the
reverse breakdown voltage of the
emitter -base junction, which occurs

with large input signals. With the
commonly encountered silicon NPN
transistor, this can be as low as four
volts or as high as seven. With older
type PNP transistors, it was even
higher. (It is assumed that the tech-
nician is aware of the difference be-
tween germanium, silicon, NPN and
PNP devices and is making his sub-
stitutions accordingly.)

Power Dissipation
Another area where various rat-

ings differ considerably is in dissi-
pation. It cannot be assumed that a
transistor rated at 100 volts and 10
amperes (maximums) can be run at
both maximums simultaneously.
That would be a power input of 1
kilowatt. Accordingly, there are at
least three means of indicating the
true power dissipating ability.
(Power dissipated is the difference
between the input power and the
useful output of the transistor, and
appears in the form of heat inside
the package.)

One method rates maximum pow-
er dissipated, Pp, at a specified case
temperature, Tc, with a derating
factor that tells you how much pow-
er must be reduced at correspond-
ingly higher case temperatures. This
takes into effect the cooling afforded
by external heat sinks and other
means. Another rating method gives
P., at an ambient (surrounding air)

64

32

16

4

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256

FREQUENCY IN MHz

Fig. 2-Chart which shows the relationship of
signal current gain (H..) and frequency of a

particular high -frequency bipolar transistor. The
frequency at which the signal current gain
drops to 1 is the Gain -Bandwidth Product of
the transistor.

4 Money -saving reasons
to buy E1CO's Solid State
Test Equipment.

TR-410

EICO 242 FET-TVOM. Peak -to -peak
measurements of AC volts and milli -
amps. 61/2" meter. 7 non -skip ranges.
High input impedance. Low 1 volt
scale. DC/AC Multi -Probe. AC or bat-
tery operated. Kit $84.95, Wired
$119.95

EICO 330 RF Signal Generator. 5 bands
cover a range from 100 kHz to 54 MHz
Calibrated modulation adjustment con-
trol. 400 Hz audio output. Provision
for modulating RF with internal or

external signal source. Kit $69.95,
Wired $109.95

EICO 379 Sine/Square Wave Genera-
tor. Simultaneous sine and square wave
outputs. Covers 20 Hz tp MHz in five
ranges. Low distortion sultzer feed-
back circuit. Square wave rise time
better than 0.1 microseconds. Kit
$79.95, Wired $119.95

EICO TR-410 Triggered Sweep Scope.
100% solid state. DC to 10MHz band-
width. Sweep synchronized gate out-
put. Z -Axis input. Use as vectorscope
for color TV servicing. One probe for
direct and 10:1 measurements. Wired
;429.95

FREE 32 PAGE EICO CATALOG
For latest catalog on Eico Solid State Test Equipment, Automotive
and Hobby Electronics, Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems, Stereo, and
name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader service card or
send 25e for fast first class mail service.

EICO, 283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 EICO

Is there
ice cream maker in
your tube caddy?

There could be. We
award one for 345 "Wal-
tham" address tabs from
Sylvania entertainment re-
ceiving tube boxes. Other
awards range from table
lighters to a weekend holi-
day at a 'amous resort.
Write for an award catalog

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's in your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-T AB
program, Sylvania Award
Hq., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton,
Mo. 63026.
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temperature, TA, usually 25 degrees
C., with derating for higher ambient
temperatures. If the transistor is
equipped with a heat sink this latter
power spec is more difficult to use.
However, two transistors rated with
these two different specs might not
have similar power handling abilities
at all, so when selecting replace-
ments be sure to use similar ratings.

Current Gain

Current gain, called Beta, can be
specified at some value of DC cur-
rent (WHO or some value of signal
current (}1,.). These two methods
of rating gain can be considerably
different, especially at high frequen-
cies. An RF transistor may have a
gain of 40 at 100 MHz, but a gain
of 120 at some specified DC level of
current. Obviously, H is not useful
in such cases.

Gain-Bandwidth Product
While on the subject of high -fre-

quency devices, it is important to
note the Gain -Bandwidth Product,
FT. This is the frequency at which
the signal gain falls to a value of
one. If you examine Figure 2, it can
be seen that the current gain is
halved each time the frequency is
doubled, once the "knee" of the
curve (point X) is passed. FT is
very useful in several ways: First,
if we know FT, we can work back-
wards to estimate gain at lower fre-
quencies, knowing that gain is re-
duced by a factor of two for every
octave of frequency. Thus, if FT is
200 MHz, it would be reasonable to
assume that the gain is 2 at 100
MHz and 4 at 50 MHz.

You can now see why transistors
with FT ratings of 700 to 900 MHz
arc used in VHF tuners even though
the tuner does not operate at
these high frequencies. The noise
figure, which is the figure of merit
of the ratio signal level to noise
level, is reduced as the frequency
increases past point X and gain
decreases. Therefore, it is also ad-
visable, from the noise standpoint,
to use a transistor with as high
an FT as possible, compared to
the actual frequency of operation.
Noise Figure NF is given in deci-
bels, abbreviated "DB", and as far
as the service technician is con-
cerned, the lower the NF the better

INPUT OUTPUT

-j-, COB

GROUNDED
BASE

COB

I-- OUTPUT

INPUT

GROUNDED
EMITTER

Fig. 3-In the grounded base configuration, C.,,
is the output capacitance of the transistor. In
the grounded emitter configuration, C , be-

comes the input -to -output feedback capacitance
of the circuit and is effectively multiplied by
the voltage gain of the stage.

when comparing devices. Again, it
should be noted that changing the
operating current changes the gain
and the noise figure; consequently be
sure that both transistors being com-
pared are rated at the same current.
If two transistors rated at different
currents are being compared, the
one with the lowest NF at the cur-
rent nearest the actual operating
current is the best. Transistors are
available with low noise figures at
audio frequencies for audio pream-
plifier use, while others are tested at
VHF or even UHF for tuner use.
The test frequency is always speci-
fied for noise figures, so look for it.

Output Capacitance
Co., frequently called "output

capacitance," is given for transistors
specified for IF or RF use. This is a

misleading label, as can be seen in
Figure 3. Cob is the output capaci-
tance measured in the grounded
base configuration (which corre-
sponds to grounded grid operation in
vacuum tube applications). It is
really, in large part, the collector -to -
base capacitance. When the transis-
tor is used in the common emitter
configuration, Cob becomes the input-
to -input feedback capacitance, which
can cause oscillation. Further, its ac-
tual capacitance is effectively multi-
plied by the voltage gain of the stage
as far as input capacitance is con-
cerned. This is known as the "Mil-
ler Effect" and can be studied under
that title in most good text books.
This makes it impossible to proper-
ly tune the input circuit during
alignment if C.b is much different
from that of the original transistor.
This is a good point to remember
when oscillations or alignment prob-
lems develop after a defective IF
transistor in a TV set has been
changed.

Because of the Miller Effect, as
previously mentioned, Cob is multi-
plied by the actual voltage gain of
the stage. Therefore, if the gain
varies, the input capacitance also
varies, which accounts, in part, for
why response curves change when
the AGC level changes. Because of
this, set manufacturers specify the
AGC level at which alignment
should be made.

AGC Considerations
At this point it might be well to

mention that there are several
methods of developing and applying
AGC to IF stages in solid-state
equipment. If the AGC voltage
turns off the IF stages, the gain falls
as the transistors approach cutoff.
This is called the "starvation" meth-
od of AGC, and works only with
transistors which have the necessary
gain characteristics for this use.
Some transistors maintain their gain
right down to microamperes of col-
lector current, and do not perform
well with this type of AGC applica-
tion.

Other systems turn the transistor
fully on to the point of saturation.
AGC systems also have to have
transistors suited for that type of use.
If not, clipping and distortion can
become a severe problem, causing
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harmonic generation and cross -mod-
ulation and intermodulation effects.

In integrated circuit amplifiers,
the AGC capability is designed in
by means of added transistors, us-
ually in the form of balanced am-
plifiers, and there is little the service
technician can do beyond replacing
the entire IC.

In some CATV amplifiers, AGC
is accomplished by means of va-
ractors, which are used in balanced
bridge circuits. When the bridge is
balanced to a null, there is little out-
put; with the bridge unbalanced,
there is a substantial output. The
bridge input is the desired signal,
while one or more arms of the
bridge are varactors biased with the
AGC level. In this manner, AGC
level affects the bridge balance and,
consequently, the bridge output.
This is mentioned because the TV
technician may be required to ser-
vice such equipment, and if not
made aware of this type of AGC,
would certainly be baffled.

If, at this point, some of our ex-
perienced technicians feel that semi -
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Fig. 4-Graph which illustrates the nonlinear
DC current gain (H,,) of a transistor intended
for switching functions. Such nonlinearity
makes the transistor unsuitable for audio and
video amplification functions.

conductors are complicated, it might
be well to point out that we had
these problems in the 1930's, for
Miller effect existed with vacuum
tubes. As a matter of fact, since
thermionic tubes operate with a
voltage input and a current output,
it was necessary to invent the term
"Gm", or "mutual conductance" in
order to get around this "apples in-
put versus oranges output." At least
the bipolar transistor is a simple cur-
rent amplifier, with current in and
current out.

THERE IS A SHORTAGE OF TWO.WAY TECHNICIANS

In public safety services the life and safety or people dew-

upon the operation of the radio.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES NATIONWIDE

Relic. Ike Agswet!

A TWO-WAY RADIO HOME STUDY COURSE

COMPLETE 40 LESSON TWO-WAY RADIO COURSE FOR ONLY 5275.00

Check Here for Veterans' Information fl

MT/
MOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE

COLLEGE HILL ROAD. SUMMERDALE. PENNSYLVANIA 17093

Linearity
There are some other character-

istics of transistors that do not ap-
pear on data sheets, but which are
only implied by the classification of
the device. For example, a "switch-
ing" transistor may have good cur-
rent gain, Hr., may have suitable
capability and an FT of 300 MHz,
but be totally unsuited as an audio
or video amplifier. The reason lies
in the "linearity," or lack of linear-
ity, of the device. Referring to Fig-
ure 4, the variation of current gain
as the current varies from zero up
towards the maximum is clearly
shown in graphical form for easy
visualization. Note that current gain
falls markedly as zero current is ap-
proached and as peak current is ap-
proached, which occurs at about 10
milliamperes for the transistor being
examined. What is significant is that
the top of the curve is not flat, or
"linear," for much of the current
range. This is adequate for a switch,
which need only be on or off for
logic purposes. But if the transistor
is used for audio amplification it

Is there a
grandfather clock in

your tube caddy?
There co.ild bo. We

award one for 345 "Wal-
tham" address tabs from
Sylvania entertainment re-
ceiving tube boxes. Other
awards range from table
lighters to a weekend holi-
day at a famous -esort.
Write for an award catalog

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's in your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-T AB
program, Sylvania Award
Hq., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton,
Mo. 63026.
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causes flattening of the tops and bot-
toms of sine waves, which are the
maximum and minimum current
points, because of lack of gain at
those points. And, in a video ampli-
fier, sync information lies in one of
those regions, depending on whether
the video stage is sync inverting or
non -inverting.

Transistors which are intended
for amplifier use are designed for
linearity, to prevent the distortions
mentioned previously, and as a re-
sult they cost more. It is true that
many switching transistors are
quite linear, and have been success-
fully used by experimenters and
amateurs, especially as mixers and
oscillators, in which linearity is not
so important. But for the profession-
al service technician who has to be
right the first time or face a recall,
it is not advisable to save a few pen-
nies by using the wrong device.

Power Transistor Considerations
Power transistors of different

types have different internal semi-
conductor designs. But there are dif-
ferences also in the mechanical
mounting of the semiconductor
chip which affect the heat trans-
fer between the junction itself
and the case in which it is enclosed.
No amount of heat sinking or cool-
ing of the case can keep junction
temperatures down if the heat can-
not be transferred efficiently from
the junction to the case. That is why
the power dissipation, P', was dis-
cussed earlier. It is quite likely that
in substituting one device for anoth-
er the junction operating tempera-
ture, Ti, normally in the range of
125 to 175 degrees C, may be ex-
ceeded. If this happens, the device
will lose its ability to function as a
semiconductor, and might be de-
stroyed. This can be caused by sev-
eral factors: if the thermal path
between junction and case transfers
heat less efficiently out of the junc-
tion into the case; if the replacement
has a higher H., it will draw more
collector current, and heating will
increase; if the device has greater
losses, such as too low an FT
in the case of switching devices,
these losses cause additional heat.
The failure mode may not be an
immediate catastrophic one, but
may occur several weeks later. This
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Fig. 5-Graphs illustrating the collector current
and voltage waveform produced by a theoreti-
cally perfect switching transistor (B). As ex-

plained in the text, the increased switching
time of the practical transistor increased the
amount of average power dissipated by the
transistor. As switching time increases, so

does the average power dissipated.

is so because the severe heating
causes a great change in tempera-
ture from nonoperating to operating
conditions, and the temperature cy-
cling causes mechanical fatigue which
destroys hermetic seals, hard solder
joints between the chip and its
mounting, etc. The lesson here is
that a few minutes spent in thought-
ful transistor selection prevents
problems later on.

Switching Transistors
Switching transistors are appearing

in more color TV sets and commu-
nications equipment. They are used
to generate not only sweeps but also
various voltages used as power
sources in the equipment, and it is
important that the technician be-
come aware of the problems in-
volved in the use of semiconductors
in such circuits. Previously, such
transistors were largely limited to
use in automatic solid-state ignition
systems and DC to AC conversion.

Let us assume that we have a TV
sweep frequency switch operating at
close to 16 KHz. The period of a
half wave is about 35 microseconds.
Assuming that we have a 50% duty
cycle, the collector current and volt-
age of the theoretical switch would
appear as in Figure 5A. If the switch
is turned fully on (saturated), the
current is limited by the load, and,
as in the case of a simple electrical
switch, the voltage across the switch
is close to zero. What small voltage
exists across the switch is produced

by the switch resistance multiplied by
the current flowing through it. This is
called saturation voltage and is ab-
breviated VSAT, as shown in Figure
5A. When the switch is turned off,
or open, the current falls to nearly
zero, with only leakage currents re-
maining. At that moment, the volt-
age across the open switch becomes
the full applied supply voltage, as
across any open switch. The signifi-
cant thing is to remember that when
current is high, voltage is low, and
vice versa. Thus, because power is
the product of current and voltage,
power dissipated in the switch is low
except for the tiny fraction of time
it takes for the switch to change
state, and is highest at the point
marked "P., max." Because this time
is very short, the average power is
also small.

Now examine Figure 5B. This is
more like a transistor switching
waveform, and has rise time, t., and
fall time, t., each considerably long-
er than the instantaneous theoreti-
cally perfect switch of Figure 5A.
Because the switching intervals are
relatively appreciable, power is ap-
plied for longer periods, and the dis-
sipation increases sharply. Rise and
fall times are the result of both emit-
ter -base junction delays and collec-
tor -base junction delays. These delay
times were discussed in the first
article of this series, which covered
diodes. (Switching times and FT are
intimately related.) The saturation
voltage, V..., can also be signifi-
cant in high -current, linear amplifi-
ers. If the saturation voltage is high,
the wave shape can never "bottom"
near the zero axis when viewed on
an oscilloscope. Thus, the maximum
voltage swing is reduced, with a
marked reduction in power output,
or, put another way, distortion will
be high if full -rated power output is
attempted. This is another parameter
to be considered when substituting
not only switching devices, but any
high -power transistor.

Accurate Substitution
All of the parameter specifica-

tions discussed in the preceding para-
graphs, taken one at a time, are
easily understood, and should be in-
telligently evaluated by the service
technician each time he has to select
a replacement bipolar transistor. 
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COLORFAX

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis T989-Remote Control UHF AGC Improved

The T989 chassis employing the six -function remote con-
trol and digital readout features may exhibit overload
symptoms on strong UHF signals. This condition can be

TUNER
MOTOR

corrected by changing resistor R134 from 150 K, 1/2 w to
270 K, 1/2 w. The change increases the RF, AGC voltage
applied to the UHF, RF amplifier in the 340236-I UHF
varactor tuner. Resistor R134 is physically located on a
terminal strip on top of the 21 -channel decent tuner, as
shown in illustration.

Color TV Chassis T989 -8 -Function Remote Control

Certain stereo theatre models, such as the CD4971 con-
sole and the CD4987 Armoires, utilize the T989 chassis with
the No. 704078 -8 -function remote -control system. In
cases where the TV chassis is returned to the shop for
repair, a special procedure must be followed in order to
power the chassis on the bench. First, connect a jumper be-
tween pins 1 and 2 on the 6 -pin Molex plug that connects
to the radio chassis. Next, use a wedge to hold the con-
tacts of relay 202 closed. The chassis may now be operated
in the normal manner. Be sure to remove the jumper and
the wedge when repairs have been completed.

Universal Video Output Module Part No. 703552-4

A new video output module, Part No. 703552-4, is now
available which is a universal replacement for the
612032-I, 612032-101, 703552-1, and 703552-2 modules
used in the T981, T982, and T987 chassis, and the
612032-1, 612032-101, and 703552-3 modules used in the
T989 chassis. A DRIVE control, R8, is mounted on the new

module and must be set correctly for the chassis in which
the module is installed.

When this new module is placed in a T989 chassis, R8
should be set to its maximum clockwise (minimum re-
sistance) position. (The control is not needed in the T989
chassis and the fully clockwise position effectively takes the
control out of the circuit.) White balance adjustments
should be performed as outlined in Magnavox Service Man-
ual No. 7343.

Early T981, T982, and T987 chassis used "DRIVE" con-
trols to set the low -light color temperature of the picture
tube. These DRIVE controls were actually DC BIAS adjust-
ments and were re -named "Background" controls in later
chassis versions. Contror R8 on the new modules serves to
control the amount of signal applied to each picture tube
cathode, to provide correct high -light tracking.

When the universal module is installed in a T981, T982,
or T987 chassis, R8 should be turned maximum clockwise
and white balance adjustments performed in accordance
with the service manual procedure. The brightness control
should be turned up and down to check color temperature
at both high -light and low -light conditions. The old drive
( BACKGROUND) controls on the rear apron should be ad-
justed for proper gray scale at low brightness settings, and
R8 should be adjusted for proper gray scale at high bright-
ness settings. 

Comments from our readers are always welcome.
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Value
engineered for
total performance.
yet budget priced!
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SOLID
STATE

Systems 67
$505.00

 DC to 10 MHz @ 10 mV  Triggered
 Solid State  Highly portable  Attractive in
Systrex Vinyl Aluminium finish  Easy grip
handle serves as tilt stand  Printed circuit
layout allows easy access to components
 Vectorscope facility  CRT display on 6 x 10
division graticule.

Systems 77
$550.00
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 DC to 15 MHz ®10 mV  Triggered
 Solid State  Extremely portable

 Vectorscope facility  Attractive in Systrex
Vinyl Aluminium finish  Easy grip handle

serves as tilt stand  CRT display on 8 x 10
division graticule  Useful for industry,

academic institutions, service shops
and maintenance.
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Systems 87
$625.00

 DC to 15 MHz Qg.)10 mV  Triggered
 Solid State  Easily portable  Vectorscope
facility  Attractive in Systrex Vinyl Aluminium
finish  Easy grip handle serves as tilt stand
 CRT display on 8 x 10 division graticule.

TSystemsElectronics Inc.
Makers of fine Oscilloscopes

9727 Inglewood Avenue, Inglewood, California 90301 .

Tel : (213) 671-8231  Telex : 67-7459  Cable : Rectusa'

TECHNICAL DIGEST

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

GTE SYLVANIA
Stereo Hi-Fi Amplifier Chassis R63-Service Information

Symptom: FM cuts out, FM hum and noisy background
on AM reception

r

Cause: This symptom could possibly be caused by a bad
10502 (15 v regulator chip). Each time the FM receiver
cuts out the 15 v supply voltage would increase .5 v.

Stereo Hi-Fi Amplifier Chassis R63-Service Information

Symptom: Low volume on the right channel.
Cause: This problem could possibly be caused by a shorted
capacitor C416 and integrated circuit 10552. 

MOVING?
Be sure to let Js know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

SOLDERING IRON TIP CLEANER

Cleans by inserting and 700
withdrawing the iron tip

A new concept for the cleaning of
soldering iron tips from Solder Re-

moval Co., called Re -Tip, cleans old
and new tips alike by simply inserting
and withdrawing the hot tip. There is
no wiping or rubbing required and no

sponges to keep wet. The cleaner re-
moves oxides and contaminates, keep-
ing the tips clean and uniformly

tinned. There are no abrasives used of
any kind, preventing damage to the
surface of the tips caused by scratch-
ing or chipping of the plating. The tip
cleaner will effectively clean any style
or shape tip up to 'A inch in diameter.
It features a non-skid base and an eco-
nomical replaceable cartridge which
may be used as a hand-held or pocket
model.

CONTACT CLEANER 701

Eliminates disassembly
of equipment for cleaning

CRC Chemicals Inc. introduces a
contact cleaner with a penetrating
spray which evaporates rapidly, leav-
ing precision parts
grease free. The
cleaner is best uti-
lized for removal
of light contami-
nants-dust, lint,
atmospheric oils,
moisture, or finger-
print oils. In -place
cleaning can now
be substituted for
vapor degreasing or

, ultrasonic cleaning.
In this way, disas-
sembly and reas-
sembly of equipment is avoided. Be-
cause it has no flash or fire points, the

CON 'ACT
CLEANER

cleaner is nonconductive, noncorro-
sive, and nonstaining to metals.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 702

Includes 24 ranges
with 1µv sensitivity

California Instruments has added an-
other low cost digital multimeter-
a full autoranging model that offers

24 ranges, 1µv sensitivity and 0.004%
basic accuracy in an 8 lb bench sys-
tem. Measurement capabilities of the
Model DMM-51 Digital Multimeter
include five DC voltage ranges from
.1v to 1000v and five DC ratio ranges
from .100000:10 to 1000.00:10 full
scale. Optional accessories are avail-
able to extend the voltage and resist-
ance measurements. Sensitivity is lta
on everything but the AC ranges,
which deliver 10/Av sensitivity. Over -
range is specified at 20%, useable to
30%. Fully automatic polarity and

.                        
WINEGARD AMPLIFIED
PRODUCTS PROVEN IN OVER
1,000,000 INSTALLATIONS.

CASE IN POINT:
WINEGARD SOLID-STATE
BOOSTER -COUPLERS.

For quality and
dependability in booster -
couplers, look to Winegard.
You know they're good.
Because our solid-state,
booster -couplers deliver the
best TV/FM reception and
the best reliability in the
industry today.
Winegard booster -couplers
come in a wide choice of
models so each TV system
can be "customized" for
perfect reception. You can

amplify signals for up to four
TV receivers or outlets.

 75 and 300 ohm
models

 2 to 4 set capability
 solid-state circuitry
 lightning protection

diode
 three wire ground cord
 rugged commercial

quality steel cabinet

Best TV products for Best TV reception

VWINEGARD
TLLE vi;iCJN SYS I EMS

Winegard Company  3000 Kirkwood Street  Burlington. Iowa 52601   
Is there

a calendar watch in
your tube caddy?

There could be. We
award one for 240 "Wal-
tham" address tabs from
Sylvania entertainment re-
ceiving tube bores. Other
awards range from table
lighters to a weekend holi-
day at a famous resort.
Write for an award catalog

or ask your distributor.
Who knows what's in your
tube caddy right now?

Sylvania SAV-A-T AB
program, Sylvania Award
Hq., P.O. Box 1000, Fenton.
Mo. 63026.

eaj SYLVANIA
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World's
best

Multimeter
93 Ranges. -±-1.5°'. Basic Accuracy.

1001V Impedance. FET Input.
Frequencies to 1GHz

MASTERANGER®
gives you 61 built-in ranges with
 1.5% accuracy or better:
 0-1.5mV to 0-1500V AC & DC
 0-0.15AA to 0-1.5A AC & DC
 0-1010..2 to 0-10.000MQ, output <24mV
 -60dBm to  60dBm in 10dBm steps
 Galvanometer & Null Detection

32 additional ranges with optional
accessories:
 0-1.5kV to 0-50kV AC & DC @ ±1.5% acc.
 0-5V to 0-1500V AC (P -P) @ -±1.5% acc.
 0-1.5V to 0-500V RF & VSWR @ ± 5% acc.
 0-5A to 0-150A AC & DC @ ± 5% acc.
 -150°C to +500°C in 5 ranges @

±1.5% acc.

More ranges. better accuracy than
Triplett. HP, and others. Send now
for brochure and address of local
sales office.

$245
.saOtiNsfEieYd BACKoArCaKn eiI n oa

 in first 30 days
tson

INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Instrument Division

3-01 Twenty -Seventh Ave.,

Long Island City, N.Y. 11102 (212) 726-1200
. . . for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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zero set are provided. Range selection
for any function is automatic or it can
be easily controlled using the front
panel pushbuttons. For true readings,
the basic accuracy is 0.004%. Easy -
reading gas discharge displays are used
to minimize human reading errors.
Other basic specifications include 31/2
readings per second with 66dB noise
rejection. The unit provides greater
than 140dB common mode rejection.
Price is $795.

ANTENNA 703

Incorporates a new corner
reflector and UHF driver

ND Electronics Corp., announces the
production of a new series of VHF/
UHF/FM antennas. The antennas,
known as the LPV-UC Color Best,
combine the patented log periodic de-

sign with a new corner reflector and

UHF driver. Capacitor -coupled di-
poles and an electronically integrated,
high -gain corner reflector capture
more signal, providing higher front -to -
back and front -to -side signal ratios.
Other features include: a staggered
multi -element phased driver, triple
square crossarm construction, and gold
colored alodized aluminum finish to
protect the antenna. An all -band
VHF/UHF/FM splitter is included
with each of the seven area -engineered
models: Model LPV-UC180 (far
fringe), LPV-UC150 (fringe), LPV-
UC120 (near fringe), UPV-UC90
(suburban -fringe), LPV-UC60 (su-
burban), LPV-UC40 (local -subur-
ban), LPV-UC30 (local).

OSCILLOSCOPE 704

Includes many automatic functions
to increase speed and accuracy of
measurements

Lectrotech, Inc., announces two new
oscilloscopes, the Model TO -55, a sin-
gle -trace instrument and the Model
TO -60 shown in picture, a dual -trace
instrument. The oscilloscopes include
many automatic functions which in-
crease the speed and accuracy of mea-
surements. Some of the automatic fea-
tures include astigmatism and auto-
matic selection of TV vertical and TV
horizontal triggering. The vertical sen-

hook what $458 buys!

nom
New 2 MHz sweep function generator
It's the only one at that price ... Systron-Donner's Model 411 sweep function
generator. Check these features: Frequercy in 6 decade ranges from 0.02 Hz
to 2 MHz-Dial accuracy 2% of full scale typical-Waveform outputs: sine,
square, triangle, ramp and a T2L compatible sync pulse square wave. Plus:
Model 411 is the only low cost sweep function generator which allows the oper-
ator to set the upper frequency limit to dial accuracy. Contact: your nearest
Scientific Devices office or Systron-Donner at 10 Systron Drive, Concord, CA
94518. For immediate details call our Quick Reaction line (415) 682-6471 collect.

SYSTRON DONNER
for more details circle 127 an Reader Service Card



sitivity of both instruments has been
increased to 10 my/cm. The oscillo-
scope's vertical bandwidth is 10 MHz
while the dual -trace Model TO -60 has

a 15 MHz system. All switching is
done in the 1-2-5 step sequence to
provide maximum resolution on all
ranges. The unit provides five operat-
ing modes for the dual -trace vertical
amplifier. These include independent
operation of each channel plus dual -
trace "alternate" and dual -trace
"chopped" and the "sum" of each
channel.

MOBILE CB ANTENNA 705

Features fold -down construction, with
unique swivel action on lower mast

The Antenna Specialists Co. announces
the development of a new series of an-
tenna systems called "Super Can II"
and "Super Can
III" which are de-
signed for in-
creased CB range.
The overall an- I
tenna height is 77
inches, but is eas-
ily folded down
for overhead ob-
struction clear-
ance. A positive
locking sleeve
holds the antenna
securely upright
when in opera-
tion, yet unlocks
in seconds for fold -down. The sleeve,
of heavy-duty material, was specially
designed to eliminate the problems of
rust, corrosion, or sand interfering
with the operation. Also featured is a
unique swivel action on the lower mast
which permits simple line up of the
antenna to the vehicle when folded.
Both antennas use a heavy-duty type
coil which is guaranteed not to burn
out and is designed to run cooler, with
less transmitted power lost in coil
heating. Above the coil is a stainless
steel whip and special collet locking
nut designed for quick, easy adjust-
ment of the antenna to peak efficiency
and lowest VSWR. Price is $34.95.

These new IR devices
make replacing Zenith

emiconductors a
local buy...

erywhere!

Now you can buy International Rectifier's "Guaran-
teed" replacements for the most popular Zenith semi-
conductors right at your local IR distributor. Besides
cutting days from the usual ordering -shipping cycle,
they're priced locally too - more than competitive with
the Zenith pricing structure.

Like everyone, we recognize Zenith's equipment is
top quality, and we're not about to compromise their
name, or ours. We analyzed circuits and devices for
five months before we guaranteed that IR's devices
will match,and meet or exceed Zenith's electrical and
physical parameters in all applications.

Right now you can pick up a kit* of 23 IR semicon-
ductors, and save an additional 10%.

Add it all up: Local availability. Local price. Guar-
anteed IR replacements for Zenith semiconductors.
You can't lose.

'13 -Transistors; 5 -ICs; 3 -Rectifiers; 1 -Diode; 1 -Crystal.

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Division

233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California 90245, Phone (213) 678-6281

IOR
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nriNICO
'80 Series

COLOR SPECTRUM
TV/FM ANTENNAS

MODEL F -89-C
54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-89-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -88-C
47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-88-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -87-C
33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-87-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -86-C
27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-86-C (75 OHM)

MODEL F -85-C
21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

CX-F-85-C (75 OHM)

MOD I t

F -81-V

MODEL F -84-V
34 Elements VHFFM
CX-F-84-V (75 OHM)

MODEL F -83-V
28 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-83-V (75 OHM)

MODEL F -82-V
20 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-82V (75 OHM)

MODEL F -81-V
14 Elements VHF -FM
CX-F-81-V (75 OHM)

Write for Catalog No. 20-658, Dept. ETD -6-74

The FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Bedford. Ohio 44146

. for more details circle 109 on Reader Service Card

CAPACITOR MOUNT ADAPTERS

Mounts twist -type electrolytic 706
capacitors on printed boards

A new servicing aid from Sprague
Products Co. makes it possible to mount
Sprague Type TVL Twist-Lok elec-
trolytic capacitors on printed wiring
boards, to replace O.E.M. types hav-
ing special terminals. The type PC -8

adapters are easily secured to the ca-
pacitor lugs and terminals to make a
neat, permanent installation. The
adapters are packaged eight to a reus-
able, clear plastic box along with com-
plete installation instructions.

TUNER CLEANING PADS 707

Keeps contacts
polished and lubricated

PTS Electronics, Inc., announces a new
tuner oriented product, PTS Tuner
Pads. These high quality, prelubricated
pads are cello packed, 12 per card.

!SI
:pi. IN

1'4.'7? N11.1Pnr.

/71,.

Press on installation. The pads keep
contacts polished and lubricated with
the same lubricant used by all major
manufacturers.

UHF PREAMPLIFIERS 708

Single -channel, ultra -low noise
with guaranteed noise figures

Mast -mounted, ultra -low -noise
UHF preamplifiers are added to Blond-
er -Tongue's SCMA ultra -low -noise pre-
amplifier line. They exhibit gain of

23.5 to 25.0 dB and flat response.
Noise figures are typically 3.5 dB, ± 1
dB; but actual, guaranteed noise fig-
ures for the channel in question are
etched on each unit's case, together
with the channel number. Designed for
mast or tower mounting to prevent
noise or interference pickup by long
leads, each unit is mounted in a die-
cast aluminum case designed for "U" -
bolt mounting. Operating temperature
range is from -40° F to + 140° F,
and all parts are lightning protected to
18 kv. Output connection is through
standard 75 -ohm, .412 -inch aluminum

EON NNW
SOLO STATE
TPNIAMIEHENA

MODEL SCMA U

Sn" con
C HAHNE cc,

cable output connector. In addition, a
standard 75 -ohm, F -type, backmatched
test jack output permits the unit's per-
formance to be checked without inter-
rupting service. Price is $292.18.

OSCILLOSCOPE 709

Dual trace, lightweight, and a
bandwidth of DC to 10 MHz

Jermyn introduces the "Scopex 4D-
10" oscilloscope, a high performance,
easy -to -use, dual -trace instrument. The
manufacturer's specifications are as
follows: Dual -trace display at 'A'
channel. Sensitivity 10 niv per centi-
meter and a bandwidth of DC to 10
MHz. All solid-state circuitry includ-
ing MOS technology for reliability and
minimal drift. Direct calibration on
volts/cm and time/cm for direct and
consistent measuring accuracy. Trig-
gering is accomplished by one control
operating both level and polarity. In
the absence of a trigger signal, the
"bright line auto" will free run and
thus a display is always present unless
deactivated, and a beam locate button
will position a lost trace (or both)

when operated. All other controls are
pushbutton and include alternate/
chop, external trigger and AC/ DC
coupling. The instrument is said to be
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accurate to (±5 percent), and easy
to view. Lightweight 17 pounds, and
the price is $450.00.

PARTS CHEST
Keeps part inventory
readily visible and accessible

Inventory can he kept readily visible
and accessible in the AMP Parts Chest
by AMP Special Industries. Four drawers,
each 18 inches by I2 inches by 3 inch-
es, slide out easily to reveal scooped
compartments for tools and parts.

710

They can be removed for easy loading
and carrying. Card frames on each
drawer assure quick identification of
contents. Made of heavy-duty, welded
steel, the chest measures 20 inches
long, 141/2 inches high and 1534 inch-
es deep. Its balanced construction al-
lows full extension of a completely
loaded drawer without tipping over.

AUDIO SWEEP/FUNCTION
GENERATOR

Hand -size miniature unit
weighs less than 11/2 pounds

Designed for audio service work,
this hand -size, impact resistant gener-
ator weighs less than 11/2 pounds,
and with its battery power supply it

711

can be operated anywhere with com-
plete line isolation. The Wavetek, Mod-
el 30, features 2 Hz to 200 KHz si-
multaneous sine, square and triangle
waveforms plus sweep. Automatic
sweep mode gives a frequency change
of 1000:1, either logarithmically or
linearly. Full voltage control of the

NOW

SANYO
Original Replacement Parts

for
Radio  Stereo  Television
All Out -of -Warranty Replacement Components

Available from your local
J. W. Miller Distributor

6
I1 r,Sanvo Nationnl Repre3entativ

BELL INDUSTRIES / J. W. Miller Division
19070 REYES AVENUE  P 0 BOX 582E  COMPION, CALIFORNIA 90224

. for more details circ:e 101 on Reader Service Card

catalog of

SUSI E S FORMS
for TV and appliance dealers

Featuring ... SERVICE ORDERS

SALES SLIPS

STATEMENTOS
PURCHASE

RDERS, ETC.

printed on NCR 01

Provides clean, clear copies without

carbons-nothing
to insert, tear out

or throw away.

6 DAY SERVICE

. LOW
PRICES ...

.

ot National
Cash Register

Co.

A reg T.M.

___ -
_____________________________

Mail to' New England
Service, Inc.,

P.O. Box 500,
Townsend, Ma.

01469

Yes, please
mall me your

FREE catalog
of business

forms.

AreiEll NV):
Street

City, State, Zip FTD 6
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ideal,

an -around

iron
BY

Weller

FOR ELECTRONIC SOLDERING

Model WP -25. Popular 25 watt pencil
type iron for general purpose work.
Handy size: 77/8" long. Lightweight:
13/4 oz. Comfortable to hold. Perfect
for crowded areas. Easily stored. l ong-
lif e, double coated. 1,6" screwdriver
tip quickly changed to other available
styles and sizes. Rugged stainless
steel barrel. Use with or without op-
tional, mounted or free standing bench
stand PH -25.

Ask your local distributor or write...

Weller-Xcelite
Electronics Division

The Cooper Group OF
P. 0 BOX 728.
APEX, NORTH CAROLINA 275021COOFIRINDUSTRIES

generator requires only 0 to 1 v, either
DC, for programming discrete fre-
quencies, or AC, for FM operation.
The sine wave output is variable up to
1 v rms. A recharger is available, and
can be used for unlimited line opera-
tion. Price is $149.95.

SEMICONDUCTOR CURVE 712
TRACER

Permits scope display
of operating parameters

Used with an oscilloscope, the
Heathkit, Model IT -1121 Semiconduc-
tor Curve Tracer displays operating
parameters of virtually all types of
semiconductors such as bipolar tran-
sistors, diodes, SCRs, triacs, FETs,
etc. Extra leads are provided for tests
of larger devices or for in -circuit tests.

The instrument is a valuable aid in se-
lecting devices for specific applications
or for sorting, inspecting and testing. It
is particularly useful in identifying un-
known semiconductors. All major con-
trols are stepped in a I, 2, 5 sequence
for maximum parameter resolution.
Price is $89.95.

DISTORTION ANALYZER 713
A frequency range of
from 5 Hz to 600 Hz

Tucker Electronics Co., announces a
small size, full capability, all solid-
state distortion analyzer. The new
Model 510A features a full frequency

range from 5 Hz to 600 Hz, 40:1
push-pull frequency tuning for quick
balancing, an input range attenuator
that expands each range, preventing
amplifier saturation. In addition to... for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card ... for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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PROFESSIONAL NUTDRIVERS%

BYXcelite

exaciiy

what

you need
LARGEST SELECTION ANYWHERE

LL 

-1- 
4) hex sizes from 32"

to 3A" and 3 mm
to 17 mm

Xcelite, first with color -
coded nutdrivers, offers
you a size and type to
drive any hex head screw
or nut.

 31/2" Midgets to
21" "Super Longs"

 nickel chrome
plated or plastic -
dip -insulated
shanks

 clearance hole
or full hollow shafts

 accurately formed
sockets, regular or
magnetic

 fixed -handle or
interchangeable
shanks

 straight and tee
handles - regular
or ratcheting

 available
individually or in
handy kits

Made in U.S.A. to
highest standards

Ask your local distributor or write ...

Weller-Xcelite
Electronics Division
a The Cooper Group #
COOPER ORCHARD PARK, N Y 14127
INDUSTRIES



taking up less room on the test bench,
the unit fits neatly into a half -rack, al-
lowing side -by -side mounting with
other instruments. An optional exter-
nal AM detector is available. The unit
measures 8 inches by 51/4 inches. Price
is $595.00.

TECH BOOK DIGEST...
continued from page 28

explored in sufficient detail to com-
pletely enlighten the beginner and
to refresh the memory of those sea-
soned vets who have at least a
speaking acquaintanceship with the
basics.

The audio section is covered first,
beginning with a review of the basic
circuits, plus the bias, feedback, and
protection methods used in modern
stereo receivers. Included also are
function controls, preamplifiers, au-
dio IC op -amps, tone control tech-
niques, and equalization. The dis-
cussion on IF and RF circuits delves
into detectors and demodulation, in-
cluding the new phase -locked loop
method; IF systems; tuner circuits,
including mixers, RF amplifiers, and
local oscillators-and a voltage -
tuned front end; automatic fre-
quency controls, mute circuits, etc.

Later chapters detail a host of re-
ceiver performance measurements.
Among them are power output, fre-
quency response, input sensitivity,
harmonic distortion, channel sepa-
ration, and signal-to-noise ratio. Al-
so, to assist the technician in setting
up an FM receiver servicing facility,
the author suggests a full comple-
ment of equipment; each unit is
evaluated for its importance in the
servicing function versus the cost.

An entire chapter is devoted to
the absolute latest-the digital tun-
er. The reader will acquire an un-
derstanding of its phase -locked loop
front end tuning, IF and detector,
stereo decoder, and mute system.
Included are actual, complete sche-
matics of this newest addition to the
field. In fact, the entire book is
liberally illustrated with many useful
schematics and other data.
CONTENTS: Power Amplifier and
Driver Circuits-Control Amplifiers
and Preamps-RF and Detector
Circuits-Two- and Four -Channel
Systems- AM Receiver Circuits-
Control Circuits and Antennas-
Power Supply Circuits-Stereo
Measurements-Test Equipment
for Stereo Servicing-Digital FM
Service Tuner. 

N -POWER

RESTORES

TUNERS!

Take a really bad tuner.
The contacts are so dirty you
have to wiggle the knob
to pull in a channel.

Remove the tuner cover and
spray in TUN -O -POWER.
Rotate the tuner a couple
of times. Then stand back
and admire the results.

The tuner contacts are not
just clean, they're shined to
a high luster. And they're
coated with a long lasting
lubricant that makes detent
action smooth as silk.

TUN -O -POWER is available
from your
Chemtronics Distributor.

Try it. You'll love it.

OSt

441
,r1t

-4,,,E?r giver lot
of7,0

000_0
"IP Iliai 0. WI aC9:4 90.40

ie. 11,m 4:1'"4 yr v

CHEMTRONIATCSO.-INCORPORED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN N 'I 11236
Our business is improving yours.
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SERVICE
H

110° CEWOLOR

900 gld-LINE
CHASSIS

ARPvs0

With the NEW

t916,11
ACCESSORY KIT!

4A-222
KIT

CONTAINS:

.41/10:6181Mk
CR-280

C.R.T. BRIGHTENER

REPLACEMENT SOCKET

TUBE TEST ADAPTOR

CR-110-90
CHASSIS SERVICE ADAPTOR

SERVICE EXTENSION

AVAILABLE INDIVIDUALLY

FREE Reference Charts.

kkinatk

DEALER SHOWCASE
Descriptions and specifications of the products in-
cluded in this department are provided by the man-
ufacturers. For additional information, circle the cor-
responding numbers on the Reader Service Card in
this issue.

HEADPHONES 714

Combines comfort
with 20Hz-20kHz frequency response

GC Electronics' Open Air Head-
phones, The Marquis, Cat. No. 30-
5205, features cushioned earpieces,
fully adjustable padded headband, 8 -
ohm impedance and a 20Hz to 20kHz

frequency response. It matches all am-
plifiers with output from 4- through
16 -ohm, has a power handling capacity
of 250m watts and sensitivity of
110dB/0.4v.

4-CHANNEL/STEREO AMPLIFIER
Moderately priced and rated 715
at 70 w continuous power

The Marantz Co. is adding a moder-
ately -priced console amplifier to its
line of Stereo 2 + Quadradial 4 com-
ponents. The Model 4070 amplifier
is rated at 70 watts total continuous
power and more than 15 watts per
channel in the Quadradial mode. The
total harmonic distortion rated power
is 0.5 percent. In addition, pre -out/
main -in facilities are provided on the
rear panel, allowing the preamplifier

section and the output amplifiers to be
used independently. Four -channel fa-
cilities on the amplifier includes a de-
coder pocket on the bottom panel,
which accommodates an optional SQ-
decoder or any advance in 4 -channel

P. A

10 

matrix technology. Built into the am-
plifier is a synthesizer that derives 4 -
channel sound from both ordinary
stereo and matrix -encoded sources.
The unit also incorporates facilities to
accommodate a discrete demodulator
for reproducing 4 -channel sound from
CD -4 discrete discs and discrete tape
sources. Price is $299.95.

AUTO CASSETTE PLAYER 716

Allows easy cartridge
insertion while driving

Audiovox Corp. announces a new AM/
FM stereo in -dash radio with built-in
cassette player for autos. This newest
model C984 features fast -forward, ad-
justable shafts for easy in -dash instal-
lation, FM local -distant control, AM/
FM selector with indicator lights, and

slide -rule dial scale. The cassette load-
ing mechanism allows easy cartridge
insertion even while driving and the
pushbutton cassette ejector facilitates
removal. The unit measures 7 inches
wide by 21/2 inches high by 61/4 inches
deep. Price is $179.95.

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

...`tor more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card
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(CORNELL] ELECTRONICS COMPANY
THE ORIGINAL

HOME OF

DER

100 TUBES 011 moat
33c PIN TUBE

I

4213 N. UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO CALIF. 92105
Same Low Price * Bargain Tools

East or West Coast!
* Transistor Tester
* Technician's Library

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

INDIVIDUALLY
BOXED

5 DAY MONEY
BACK OFFER

LAB TESTED USED

SEND FOR FREE
NEW 48 PAGE

COLOR CATALOG
* Dumont Picture Tubes
* Diodes-Transistors--Kits
* Tube Cartons

SPECIAL.

OFFER
ON ALL ORDERS

OVER

PER TUBE
iN0

FROM THIS LIST

BAGS 6CB6
6AU6 616
6AX4 6SN7

Your Order FREE if Not Shipped in 24 Hours
. for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card



TV ANTENNA DISPLAY 717

Lighted "clam shell" display
showing the inside view

An eye-catching counter -top display
that lets customers see, touch and op-
erate RCA's Mini -State TV Antenna
before they buy, gives maximum sell-
ing exposure to this new miniaturized
antenna system for home or apart-
ment. The colorful display tells the
complete story and occupies little
more than two feet of counterspace.

This merchandising piece, MLU-1606,
comes with a clear plastic window that
is inserted between the top and bottom
halves of the radome. A bulb in the
top half lights the interior of the col-
orful "clam shell" so that prospective
customers can see the antenna rotate
as they operate the hand-held remote
control.

RECORDING TAPE ERASER 718

Completely erases all
tapes of up to 1/2 inch size

Nortronics Co. Inc., Model QM -211,
bulk tape eraser generates a 60 -Hz
magnetic field which will completely
erase prerecorded reels, cassettes and
8 -track cartridges of up to 1/2 inch
tape width. The unit features a sensi-

tive Microswitch that is activated with
fingertip pressure and is deactivated
as soon as the eraser is put down. This

continued on page 59

When the big name
companies fail you,
come to the solid state
of Workman.

It happens. Boy, does it ever
happen.

Well, next time call Work-
man. Off -the -shelf delivery and
prompt, attentive service has been
our stock in trade for years.

And our new WEP semi-
conductor line is going to carry
on the tradition. It's got a few
other things going for it too:

The packaging does a
lot of work for you -cross-
referenced to all major lines right on the
face of the card. The back of the card
has basing diagram and full specifica-
tions with symbol and ratings.

About 200 WEP numbers offer one -

for -one replacement against competitive
lines and our complete cross referencing enables them to
replace up to 1000 numbers in other lines.

The whole line is fully warranteed and we've designed
it to make life as easy as possible for you.

Which is a pretty good reason for not waiting for
someone else to flop before you call us.

After all, things are complicated enough today.

Workman.
Your first second resource

for replacement components.
Workman Electronic Products, Inc. Box 3828, Sarasoia, Florida 33578
A subsidiary of IPM Technology. Inc.

... for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card
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Selecting Speakers ...
continued from page 32

tracted for the audio work,
prior to the beginning of
the expansion and re-
modeling, walked through
the main dining room, bar
and kitchen areas with the
audio technician carrying
an audio -level (sometimes
called a noise -level or
sound -level) meter during
the lunch hour, the dinner
hour and again one morn-
ing just prior to opening
time. Background noise -
level readings were made
at 10 spots in the three
different areas during three
different times-or a total
of 30 readings.

The following day, un-
der similar conditions, the
two men went through the
same three areas with a
so-called "portable" au-
dio amplifier, tape player
and one 10-W, baffled 8 -
inch speaker mounted atop
a four -legged partly tele-
scoping structure. The
speaker was arranged to
point downward. This am-
plifier contained a 70.7-V
output transformer and a
small matching transform-
er mounted on the speak-
er. The 10-W portable am-
plifier was designed by the
audio technician so the
output could be varied in
calibrated steps from a
minimum of one watt to a
10-W maximum-in one -
watt increments. (This
equipment, while transis-
torized, was not really
portable, because it was
powered by 117VAC, and
the long extension cord
had to be moved frequent-
ly from one outlet to an-
other.)

The service -dealer had
been previously informed
that the 25 -foot high ceil-
ings in the old original
area were to be lowered to
about 12 feet. The ceilings
of the two new areas
would be constructed at
the same height. The
speaker "quad -pod" was
adjusted to about 11 feet

and the two men were mak-
ing an occasional sound -
pressure -level (SPL) mea-
surement directly beneath
the speaker at approxi-
mately 8 feet; but more
important, one man also
walked around the speak-
er in a circular area, ap-
proximating 10 feet from
the speaker, to test audio
intelligibility with his ears.
Audio output to the speak-
er was varied from one or
two watts from time to
time up to the maximum
of 10W. All data, with
qualifying remarks, were
listed on a substantial sur-
vey sheet.

Three days after the
survey was completed, and
based on all the data accu-
mulated, the audio tech-
nician and service -dealer
concluded that 15 five -
watt, ceiling -mounted cone
speakers would cover the
entire area satisfactorily.
(See Fig. 2.) Spacing of
the speakers, with respect
to the walls and to each
other, was an important
consideration. (Note that
no survey was ever made
in the new areas.)

Prior to the beginning
of construction and re-
modeling, plans were made
to construct a closet -sized
room about 5 feet x 6 feet
at a point only 15 feet
from the center of the
building between the main
and second dining rooms.
(See Fig. 2.) Because it
had already been decided
to provide an additional
10-W amplifier and a sep-
arate, automatic, continu-
ous tape player and cab-
inet -type speaker for the
party room, this closet
would house two ampli-
fiers and two automatic
tape players. The main
solid-state amplifier select-
ed was rated at 80-W
RMS output.

All cabling for this lay-
out was farmed out to
electrical subcontractors,

and consisted of size 14
plastic -insulated wire run
in rigid conduit. Fifteen
parallel tap -offs, termina-
ted in "female" polarized
outlets, were arranged in
the ceilings at specified
points. This arrangement
was calculated to facilitate
speaker phasing, the re-
sponsibility for which was
assumed by the electri-
cians. Matching transform-
er primaries were provided
with polarizt i "male"
plugs. Likewise, all trans-
former primaries were
center tapped and ground-
ed. Two separate, shielded
microphone cables were
run from their respective
input points to the equip-
ment closet. A simplified
hook-up of the 15 speak-
ers is shown in Fig. 3. Fi-
nally, a separate line -pair
was run from the equip-
ment closet to the party -
room for the cabinet,
which housed three cone -
type, ten -watt speakers-
woofer, mid -range and
tweeter-and also the nec-
essary inductive and ca-
pacitive crossover net-
works for woofer and
tweeter. This speaker was
fed direct from the low -
impedance output of the
10-W solid-state trans-
formerless amplifier.

After connecting all
equipment, no problems
were encountered when
the system went into oper-
ation. Some acoustical
feedback was noted at the
service -bar microphone
and the wattage on the
speaker nearest the micro-
phone was reduced by
changing to a 2-W tap on
the matching transformer
secondary. Both micro-
phone input levels were ad-
justed considerably high-
er for customer paging and
waitress dispatching than
for tape -player back-
ground music input. A few
weeks later, a 10-W "T"
pad was mounted on the

back of the party -room
cabinet speaker, to pro-
vide on -the -spot flexibility
of audio -level adjustment.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

Some audio specialists
and technicians would
probably argue that the
aforementioned hypotheti-
cal installation was "too
involved and over elabo-
rate," or "too expensive,"
or the customer was "tak-
en for a ride," or the "ser-
vice/dealer short-changed
himself." Naturally, vari-
ous alternatives were con-
sidered by the service/
dealer and his audio tech-
nician. And they even dis-
cussed this with the cus-
tomer.

Admittedly, by present
space-age standards and
current state-of-the-art
techniques in commercial
audio reinforcement and
distribution, the afore-
mentioned installation is
inefficient, wasteful and
expensive. But then, the
approach is on a par with
the system employed by
most of us who insist on
getting our normal supply
of protein by eating thick,
juicy steaks. Eating soy
beans would be much
more efficient, less waste-
ful and less expensive.

By employing 15 speak-
ers of 16 impedance each
and connecting them as
shown in Fig. 4, we could
have driven them all di-
rectly from the 10 -ohm
output of a transformerless
transistorized amplifier
and saved the cost of
15 CV (constant -voltage)
transformers, plus the cost
of the amplifier output
transformer. And this di-
rect -drive system is at
least 15 or 20 percent
more efficient power -wise.
Still, each method offers
advantages and disadvan-
tages.
The choice is yours. 
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continued from page 57

function provides a unique safeguard
that prevents burnout by accidentally
leaving the eraser in the ON position.
The easy -to -hold housing is made of
unbreakable Cycolac. Other features
include a coiled power cord and de-
tailed instructions for proper use.

SPEAKERS 719

Can be used for indoor
or outdoor applications

Sound West Inc. offers handsome
round, square and octagonal shape
white plastic "Extraspeakers" for in-
door and outdoor use. Colorful sculp-

tured foam grilles lift -out for easy
cleaning and come in choice of moss
green, sea blue, rust, black, white and
desert gold colors. Packaged two to a
carton. The speaker measures 6 inches
wide and 7 inches high and long. Price
is $15.95.

PORTABLE RADIO 720

Covers 10 bands,
AC/DC operated

This solid-state General Electric
Model P4970 portable radio covers
UHF Public Service, VHF Public
Service -hi, VHF Public Service -lo,
Aircraft or Shortwave (has 2 SW
bands for easier tuning) as well as FM

and AM. Push a button for Citizen
Band or continuous U.S. government
weather broadcasts in many U.S. cities.
Operates on six "D" batteries or AC,
with built-in power cord. It has a 5 -
inch dynamic speaker, squelch control,
eight IF tuned circuits, vernier tuning,

and a solid-state chassis. The cabinet
measures 13 by 93/8 by 4 inches. Price
is $99.95. 

For More Information about

DEALER SHOWCASE Products

Circle Appropriate Box on

Reader Service Card.

NATION-WIDE
TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO.
OUR 21st MAIL ORDER YEAR

ORIGINATORS
OF

301
$27 per 100

Some Slightly Higher

ORDER NOW
From This

Sample Listing
3A3 6EA7
48Z6
5CGB
5U4
6AH4
6AU6
6AY3
6BZ6

6F07
6GF7
SGH8
6HB7
61H6

12AT7
128E6

6CG8 12FX5
6D06 15KY8
6DT6 25L6
6DW4 35Z4

100's of Types
Available at
30c Each!

DISCOUNT TRANSISTORS
(Sylvania & RCA Types)

ECG 128 69c Ea.
ECG 152 59c Ea.
SK 3004 59c Ea.
SK 3010 59c Ea.
SK 3018 59c Ea.
SK 3019 59c Ea.
2N 3054 69c Ea
2N 3055 79c Ed

10 for S6
10 for S5
10 for SS
10 for S5
10 for S5
10 for $5
10 for S6
10 for S7

FREE! TUBE CADDY With Every
Order Of $99 Or More From 30C
Tube Listing Or Our Discount Tran-
sistors - Valued At $19.95

All tubes & transistors individually boxed,
branded, code dated, guaranteed 1 year.
5 day money back offer. All tubes & tran-
sistors shipped immediately, prepaid.

SEND FOR FREE COMPLETE LIST!
Magazine Special be replaced at discount
(1 Month Only) prices. All repairs
POCKET SIZE guaranteed for 1 year!
TUBE TESTER

7, socket tester elleeks SOLID-STATE
essitinitity for every REPAIRtube furl. pieture tube. Radios( home or auto .Has long test leads for stereos, sassed es. -print ell circuits. Only
S raid', prepaid. tracks. B&W transistor

TV's, etc. Sample Re -
TUNER REPAIR pair Charg

dio 5e: A usMparts.
Ra-

_ $3.9 plAny Tuner Rebuilt 8 -)track Stereo, $9.95
$8.99 plus parts. B&W TV

VHF or UHF (transistor), $12.95
All parts included. plus parts. Wrap units
Tubes. transistors. nit- carefully. Send all bro-
vistas extra. Send only ken parts. List nature
$8.99 plus $1 ship- of complaint. SEND
ping. Repaired tuner NO MONEY! Repaired
will be returned pre- units will he returned
paid along with fob COD. All repairs guar -
sheet and shipping la- indeed 3 months. S,.11,1
bels for future repairs. for free issb sheet &
Mutilated timers will shipping labels!

TERMS: Credit established after initial or-
der. No minimum order. Send check or
money order. Add $1.00 for handling cn or-
ders under 69.0E. Canadian & Foreign, add
approx. postage. 25°b deposit on COD's.

NATION-WIDE
TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO.

1275 Stuyresart Ave., Union, N.J. 07083
Tel: (201) 68E-1414 Dept. ET6

GOOD TOOLS!
15 Watt

Min ature

Soldering Iron
ORYX - the tiny iron for service work, lab,

production. Needs no transformer, weighs only
an ounce plus cord. Heats so quickly - reaches
725-F in about a minute. Light weight, small
size let you work all day without fatigue. Just
the thing for tiny components, delicate circuits,
working in close quarters. Many replaceable tips.

Controlled -

Temperature

Soldering Iron
ORY:: Model 50 iron affords close control of

temperature, from 400 to 750° F. 50 -watt element
gives Fast heat, quick recovery from heavy joint
loads. Temperature adjustable while iron is on.
Ideal for semiconductors, delicate components that
could be damaged by heat. Many replaceable tips,
in various shapes, sizes.

20 - 70 Power

Micrcscope

Pocket-size 20 to 70 power 'scope gives you
a close-up view of circuitry, components, tiny
metal or plastic parts, the surfaces of mirrors,
metals, glass ... wherever you are in the field,
in the lab, at the work bench, in the home.
Comes with tripod legs, pen light, zipper case.

CATALOG
FREE

, S. Test Instruments

Electronic Tools

wr-r-xii9
UM( 11114 mairmit TTTTTT
11115111011111

VAN MUSS. CALIF. 51405

... tor more details circle 116 on Reader Service Card

SPRAY
AWAY

THE
RACKET.

QUIfTPL:
s-17; y -Pack

LuBR, CLEANER

Squeak. Whine.
Whirr. Psss! Silence.
Quietrole did it
again. Silenced
those moving T.V.
parts, with one
squirt from the
handy spray pack.
Cleaned away dirt,
dust, and crud.
Without damaging
anything ... in any
black and white or
color set. Silence is
golden. So is
Quietrole.

Also available in
bottles, and the
new Silicone-
"Silitron."

Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY

Spartanburg, South Carolina

ior more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card
... for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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POPULAR 6GH8

ORDER No. X1 1 14

SEND CHECK WITH
ORDER - WE PAY
SHIPPING CHARGE

FREE BIG WHOLESALE CATALOG
with thousands of money -saying audio
and electronic parts and accessories.

[QUALITONE INDUSTRIES, INC.
1 17 Columbus Avenue, Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707
I Please send FREE Catalog to:

I Address

City State/Zip

Name

MOVING?

Send your new address and a
complete address label from
one of your recent issues to:

Circulation Fulfillment
Electronic Technician/Dealer

P.O. Box 6016
Duluth, Minn. 55806

 THE LARGEST

I
DISCOUNT

TEST
EQUIPMENT
SPECIALISTS

(-----IA2 H I C KO K
SE NJ c c) F=t

LIE/CO I Laiiilai,

Reil

COMPLETE LINE OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

ICC/Mullard & Raytheon Tubes
Telematic Test Rigs

FREE CATALOG
1.-

QUOTATIONS ON REQUEST

FORDHAM
--,

Radio Supply Co., Inc.

558 Morris Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451
Tel (212) 585-0330

... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG
HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2000 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes ten pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

IEC113.1M.1T TOOLS C;)
4117 N. 44th StrM, Pheemiz, Ana. 85018

. . . for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card

ti

fiLov

"Would you believe the man who fixed our set
last time absolutely refused to make a service
call?"

SADELCO FS719B!

Offers the Best!
SINGLE INPUT
HF/VHF/FM

BUILT-IN
SPEAKER

. Features
 Accuracy

Price
For the name of your local distributor, contact.

SADELCO, INC.
299 Park Ave.
Weehawken, N.J. 07087

Finest in its Class 201 866-0912

MANUFACTURER OF -ELEVISI ON FIELD STRENGTH METERS IN THE U.S.A. 
. .. for more details circle 121 on Reader Service Card
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SYLVANIA
Color -TV Chassis
B10-19

JUNE  1974

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION SYLVANIA PART NO

L102 -- sound input 50- 35989- 1
L500- choke power line 50-29833-3
T400 - horiz output 50-35345- 1
T500 - filament 56-33937-1
T502 - LV power 55-11121-1
SC608- varicap 13-29777-2
CB500 - circuit breaker 29-33346-12
FS506- fuse 5a ...... 29-91256-7

Motor asm high voltage 32-33057-4

T 10 2
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1530
AIRLINE
Color -TV Model
GAI-12914B

JUNE  1974

1 VS010 spn 10r 111

(111633116111111

1111 ,19

,TduarRITAp

11 11,04. Mr.

ELECTRONIC t -TEMP
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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4  4..414 0/
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owil,,,w,i0Wili..,0,.,
. f V

11 11

11,0. *NA 11

10:000/ 1.1

V sal.  *wit li Van

 1011100, 1

0010 S

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

C106.00 1500, 250v, electrolytic
C106B y 2000, 350v, electrolytic.
C106C 100 p f, 175v, electrolytic
C106D. 1100uf, 150v, electrolytic
C107A ' ' 10001, 175v, electrolytic
C107B , 800, 150v, electrolytic 67A15-511
C107C  50u f, 150v, electrolytic
R112 - voltage divider, focus 61A71-1
RV101,102 - VDR 61A46-13
RV500 - varistor 61A65-1
R115- control, locus 130M 75A108-8
R116- control, high voltage adjust, 5M 75A135-48
R124 -control, contrast 350 n 75A140-3
R125- control, brightness, 100K 75A140-13
R126- control, color, 500n 75A140-22
R127 - control, tint, 50K 75A140-23
R128- control, volume, ON/OFF, 1M .75A189-3
R129- control, vert hold, 750K 75A135-46
L101 - filter choke 74A31-1
L106 - deflection yoke assembly 94A379- 10
L201 -coil, quadrature I inc. C2061 72A366-1
L306 - coil, 4.5MHz trap 72A367-1
L501 - coil, horiz hold 94A351-2
T100- xformer, power 80A116-3
T101 - xformer, pix filament 80A119-1
1102 - xformer, vent. output 79A1W-4
T103-xformer, horiz. output 79A164-3
7104 - xformer, audio output .. 79A88-7
T200- xformer, 4.5MHz, sound driver 72A303-17
1700- xformer, chroma take -off 72A368-1
1-701- xformer, chroma bandpass 72A358-1
M100- voltage triple, 93A91-1
IC401 integrated circuit 56A1-1
CB100 - circuit breaker, 2.6a 84A17-15
F100 -fuse, .7a .. 84A28-13

tuner, UHF 94A396-3
tuner, VHF 94A423-1
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1531
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Color -TV Chassis
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
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Announcing the
WINEGARD METRO -LINE
TV -FM DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIERS
...the first high input,
high output, low-cost
MATV system amplifiers
for strong signal areas
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Winegard's new Metro -Line amplfiers are spec fically enginee'ed to accommodate strong
signals and eliminate overload economically and efficiently. BecaLse they have the same com-
mercial quality construction and circuitry as the DA -830, DA -825B and DA -851, they are ideal
for home, hotel, apartment and office building systems.

Check these other important performance
features:

 High output capability makes a Metro -Line
your best db buy

 High input solves distortion and overload
problems common in strong signal areas

 Lightning protection diode

 82 channel models have separate VHF and
UHF amplifier stages

 Extended band pass (54 to 300MHz) includes
mid and super 'band coverage making Metro -
Line approved 'or CATV use

 Eliminates multiple outlet charge for extra
sets or MATV systems on cable TV

 UL listed
 Easy for any competent TV service dealer

to install
 Choose from 3 VHF -FM and 2 VHF -UHF -FM

models; suggested list prices from $30.85
to $47.30

DA -203 DA -205 DA -215 DA -803 DA -805

OUTPUT PER CHANNEL°
VHF
UHF

46dbmv
NA

46dbmv
NA

53dbmv
NA

43dbmv
35dbmv

45dbmv
35dbmv

INPUT PER CHANNEL°
VHF
UHF

3ldbmv
NA

3ldbmv
NA

40d DTV
NA

3ldbmv
26dbmv

3ldbmv
26dbmv

GAIN VHF
UHF

15db
NA

15db
NA

13d5
NA

12db
9db

14db
9db

IMPEDANCE 300 ohm 75 ohm 75 ohm 300 ohm 75 ohm

Bandpass VHF

UHF

54 to
300MHz
NA

54 to
300MHz
NA

54 to
300MHz

NA

54 to
300MHz
470 to
810MHz

54 to
300MHz
470 to
810MHz

NOISE FIGURE VHF
UHF

4.2db
NA

3.3db
NA

4.8db
NA

4.3 db
10.0db

3.3db
7.3db

POWER REQUIREMENTS

7 channels VHF, 5 channels

117VAC,
60Hz,
2.3 watts

UHF 0.5%

117VAC.
60Hz,
2.3 watts

Cross Modulation

117VAC,
60Hz,
2.3 watts

117VAC,
60Hz,
3.5 watts

:17VAC,
60Hz,
3.5 watts

For additional information and sample system layouts, request New Product Bulletin No. 24.

"v wWilnNegEaGrdACRoDm pTaEnyL /E3V0I0S01 O

KirkwoodNSYSTEMS
Burlington, Iowa 52601
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The reader that can
stay on, and on, and
on.The 603.
The price of the Model 603
V -O -M is on:y $173.

The one V -O -M you can forget about
forgetting to turn off. The incredible
Model 603 FET V -O -M with
exclusive Triplett Micro-PowerTM
draws only 10 uA, can stay on
indefinitely without impairing per-
formance. Ideal wherever frequent
test changes, interruptions, distrac-
tions-or gremlins-keep your V -O -M
working when you're not.

Truly outstanding features:
1. Exclusive Triplett Micro -

Power (TMPTM) provides
battery life in excess of a year
for carbon batteries with unit
left on continuously 24 -hours
a day.

2. Low -Power Ohms (LP` -'TM) -6
ranges with 70 mV power
source for in -circuit measure-
ments without damage to
components.

3. FET V -O -M with Patented
Auto-Polarity-convenient
and time -saving, always reads
up scale.

Accurately measures electric and
electronic circuits on production
lines, in quality testing, during main-
tenance, in service shops and on
calls, in the laboratory or classroom,
in the field.

One range selector switch operates
the unit. One probe handles all
functions-AC, DC, MA, Ohms-and
a simplified scale utilizes only 4 arcs
for all 44 ranges. The Low Power
Ohm circuit permits fast circuit
measurements without biasing semi-
conductor device junctions. The

Aso

Model 603 also has a unique,
Patented Auto -Polarity circuit: push
a button, measure either plus or minus
voltages without six/itching leads.
Make very fast voyage checks where
polarity is known or doesn't matter.

For more information or a free
demonstration, call your Triplett
distributor or sales representative.

For the name of the representative
nearest you, dial toll free (800) 645-
9200. New York State, call collect
(516) 294-0990. Triplett Corporation,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

TRIPLETT
ALL YOU'LL EVER NEED IN V -O -M s

Triplett. The easy readers.
. . . for more details circle 131 on Reader Service Card


